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Abstract—Facial expressions of a person representing similar5
emotion are not always unique. Naturally, the facial features of6
a subject taken from different instances of the same emotion have7
wide variations. In the presence of two or more facial features, the8
variation of the attributes together makes the emotion recognition9
problem more complicated. This variation is the main source of10
uncertainty in the emotion recognition problem, which has been11
addressed here in two steps using type-2 fuzzy sets. First a type-212
fuzzy face space is constructed with the background knowledge of13
facial features of different subjects for different emotions. Second,14
the emotion of an unknown facial expression is determined based15
on the consensus of the measured facial features with the fuzzy face16
space. Both interval and general type-2 fuzzy sets (GT2FS) have17
been used separately to model the fuzzy face space. The interval18
type-2 fuzzy set (IT2FS) involves primary membership functions19
for m facial features obtained from n-subjects, each having l-in-20
stances of facial expressions for a given emotion. The GT2FS in ad-21
dition to employing the primary membership functions mentioned22
above also involves the secondary memberships for individual23
primary membership curve, which has been obtained here by24
formulating and solving an optimization problem. The optimiza-25
tion problem here attempts to minimize the difference between26
two decoded signals: the first one being the type-1 defuzzification27
of the average primary membership functions obtained from the28
n-subjects, while the second one refers to the type-2 defuzzified29
signal for a given primary membership function with secondary30
memberships as unknown. The uncertainty management policy31
adopted using GT2FS has resulted in a classification accuracy of32
98.333% in comparison to 91.667% obtained by its interval type-233
counterpart. A small improvement (approximately 2.5%) in clas-34
sification accuracy by IT2FS has been attained by pre-processing35
measurements using the well-known interval approach.36

Index Terms—Emotion recognition, facial feature extraction,37
fuzzy face space, interval and general type-2 fuzzy sets, interval38
approach (IA).39
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I. INTRODUCTION 40

EMOTION recognition is currently gaining importance for 41

its increasing scope of applications in human–computer 42

interactive systems. Several modalities of emotion recogni- 43

tion, including facial expression, voice, gesture, and posture 44

have been studied in the literature. However, irrespective of 45

the modality, emotion recognition comprises two fundamental 46

steps involving feature extraction and classification [36]. Fea- 47

ture extraction refers to determining a set of features/attributes, 48

preferably independent, which together represents a given emo- 49

tional expression. Classification aims at mapping emotional 50

features into one of several emotion classes. 51

Performance of an emotion recognition system greatly de- 52

pends on feature selection and classifier design. A good clas- 53

sification algorithm sometimes cannot yield high classification 54

accuracy for poorly selected features. On the other hand, even 55

using a large set of features, describing an emotion, we oc- 56

casionally fail to recognize the emotion correctly because of 57

a poor classifier. Most commonly used techniques for feature 58

selection in the emotion recognition problem include principal 59

component analysis (PCA) [59], independent component anal- 60

ysis [60], rough sets [42], [61], Gabor filter [62], and Fourier 61

descriptors [25]. Among the popularly used techniques for 62

emotion classification, neural net-based mapping [3], [4], [18], 63

fuzzy relational approach [14], linear discriminate analysis 64

[60], support vector machine (SVM) [8], and hidden Markov 65

model [59], gegege[62] need special mention. A brief overview 66

of the existing research on emotion recognition is given next. 67

Ekman and Friesen took an early attempt to recognize facial 68

expression from the movements of cheek, chin, and wrinkles 69

[24]. Their experiments confirmed the existence of a good 70

correlation between basic movements of the facial action units 71

[13], [19] and facial expressions [1], [2], [5], [7], [10], [19]– 72

[22]. Kobayashi and Hara [15]–[17] designed a scheme for the 73

recognition of human facial expressions using the well-known 74

back-propagation neural networks [38], [43]. Their scheme is 75

capable of recognizing six common facial expressions depicting 76

happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, and disgust. Yamada 77

proposed an alternative method of emotion recognition through 78

classification of visual information [49]. 79

Fernandez-Dols et al. proposed a scheme for decoding emo- 80

tions from facial expressions and content [50]. Kawakami et al. 81

[43] designed a method for the construction of emotion space 82

using neural networks. Busso and Narayanan [51] analyzed the 83

scope of facial expressions, speech, and multi-modal informa- 84

tion in emotion recognition. Metallinou et al. [71] employed 85
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content-sensitive learning for audio-visual emotion recognition.86

In [73], Metallinou et al. proposed a novel approach to visual87

emotion recognition using a compact representation of face88

and viseme information. In [74], Metallinou et al. presented89

an approach to decision level fusion for handling multi-modal90

information in emotion recognition. Lee et al. [75] employed a91

hierarchical binary tree for emotion recognition. Mower et al.92

designed an interesting scheme about human perception of93

audio-visual synthetic emotion character in the presence of94

conflicting information [76]. Cohen et al. [52] developed a95

scheme for emotion recognition from the temporal variations96

in facial expressions obtained from the live video sequence of97

the subjects. They used hidden Markov model to automatically98

segment and recognize facial expression. Gao et al. presented99

a scheme for facial expression recognition from a single facial100

image using line based caricatures [53]. Among other signifi-101

cant contributions in emotion recognition, the works presented102

in [6], [8], [9], [11], [12], [15]–[17], [23]–[28], [30], [31], [32],103

[35], [40], [46], [56], [57], [60], [70], [72], [77]–[80] need104

special mention. For a more complete literature survey, which105

cannot be given here for space restriction, readers may refer to106

two outstanding papers by Pantic et al. [57], [67].107

Emotional features greatly depend on the psychological108

states of the subjects. For example, facial expressions of a109

subject, while experiencing the same emotion, have wider110

variations, resulting in significant changes in individual feature.111

Further, different subjects experiencing the same emotion have112

differences in their facial features. Repeated experiments with113

a large number of subjects, each having multiple instances of114

similar emotional experience, reveal that apparently there exists115

a small but random variation of facial features around specific116

fixed points [65]. The variation between different instances of117

facial expression for similar emotive experience of an individ-118

ual can be regarded as an intra-personal level uncertainty[41].119

On the other hand, the variation in facial expression of individ-120

uals for similar emotional experience can be treated as inter-121

personal level uncertainty[41].122

The variations in features can be modeled with fuzzy sets.123

Classical (type-1 (T1)) fuzzy sets, pioneered by Zadeh [66],124

have widely been used over the last five decades for modeling125

uncertainty of ill-defined systems. T1 fuzzy sets employ a sin-126

gle membership function to represent the degree of uncertainty127

in measurements of a given feature. Hence, it can capture128

the variation in measurements of a given feature for different129

instances of a specific emotion experienced by a subject. In130

[14], the authors have considered a fixed membership function131

to model the uncertainty involved in a feature for a given emo-132

tion, disregarding the possibility of variation in the membership133

curves for different subjects.134

This paper, however, models the above form of inter-personal135

level uncertainty by interval type-2 (T2) fuzzy sets (IT2FS).136

IT2FS employs an upper and a lower membership function137

(UMF and LMF) to capture the uncertainty involved in a138

given measurement of a feature within the bounds of its two139

membership curves at the point of the measurement. However,140

the degree of correct assignment of membership for each141

membership curve embedded between the UMF and LMF in142

IT2FS is treated as unity, which is not always appropriate.143

General T2 fuzzy set (GT2FS) can overcome the above problem 144

by considering a secondary membership grade that represents 145

the correctness in (primary) membership assignment at each 146

measurement points. Naturally, GT2FS is expected to give us 147

better results in emotion classification for its representational 148

advantage over IT2FS. 149

One fundamental problem in GT2FS that limits its appli- 150

cation in classification problems, perhaps, is due to users’ in- 151

ability to correctly specify the secondary memberships. In this 152

paper, we determine the secondary memberships by extracting 153

certain knowledge from the individual primary assignments for 154

each feature of a given emotion for a subject. The knowledge 155

extracted is encoded as an optimization problem with secondary 156

memberships as unknown. The solution to the optimization 157

problem carried out offline provides the secondary grades. 158

The secondary grades are later aggregated with the primary 159

memberships of individual feature for all subjects at the given 160

measurement point to obtain modified primary memberships. 161

The paper provides two alternative approaches to emotion 162

recognition from an unknown facial expression, when the emo- 163

tion class of individual facial expression of a large number of 164

experimental subjects is available. The first approach deals with 165

IT2FS to construct a fuzzy face space based on the measure- 166

ments of a set of features from a given set of facial expressions 167

carrying different emotions. An unknown facial expression is 168

classified into one of several emotion classes by determining 169

the maximum support of individual emotion classes to a given 170

set of measurements of a facial expression. The class having the 171

maximum support is declared as the emotion of the unknown 172

facial expression. In spirit, this is similar to how a fuzzy rule- 173

based system for classification works. 174

The second approach employs GT2FS to construct a fuzzy 175

face space, comprising both primary and secondary member- 176

ship functions, obtained from known facial expressions of sev- 177

eral subjects containing multiple instances of the same emotion 178

for each subject. The emotion class of an unknown facial ex- 179

pression is determined by computing the support of each class 180

to the given facial expression. The class with the maximum 181

support is the winner. The maximum support evaluation here 182

employs both primary and secondary memberships, and thus is 183

slightly different than the IT2FS-based classification. 184

Experiments reveal that the classification accuracy of emo- 185

tion of an unknown person by the GT2FS-based scheme is 186

as high as 98%. When secondary memberships are ignored, 187

and classification is performed with IT2FS, the classification 188

accuracy falls by a margin of 7%. The additional 7% classi- 189

fication accuracy obtained by GT2FS, however, has to pay a 190

price for additional complexity of (m× n× k) multiplications, 191

where m, n, and k denote the number of features, number 192

of subjects, and number of emotion classes, respectively. A 193

2.5% improvement in classification accuracy by IT2FS has 194

been attained by pre-processing measurements and selecting 195

membership functions using the well-known interval approach 196

(IA) [68]. 197

The paper is divided into eight sections. Section II provides 198

fundamental definitions associated with T2 fuzzy sets, which 199

will be required in the rest of the paper. In Section III, we 200

propose the principle of uncertainty management in fuzzy face 201
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space for emotion recognition. Section IV deals with secondary202

membership evaluation procedure for a given T2 primary203

membership function. A scheme for selection of membership204

function and data filtering to eliminate poor measurements to205

improve the performance of IT2FS-based recognition is given206

in Section V. Experimental details are given in Section VI,207

and two methods of performance analysis are undertaken in208

Section VII. Conclusions are listed in Section VIII.209

II. PRELIMINARIES ON T2 FUZZY SETS210

In this section, we define some terminologies related to T1211

and T2 fuzzy sets. These definitions will be used throughout212

the paper.213

Definition 1: Given a universe of discourse X , a conven-214

tional T1 fuzzy setA defined on X , is given by a 2-D mem-215

bership function, also called T1 membership function. The216

(primary) membership function, denoted by µA(x), is a crisp217

number in [0, 1] for a generic element x ∈ X . Usually, the218

fuzzy set A is expressed as a two tuple [36], given by219

A = {(x, µA(x)) |∀x ∈ X} . (1)

An alternative representation of the fuzzy set A is also found220

in the literature as given in (2).221

A =

∫
x∈X

µA(x)|x (2)

where
∫

denotes union of all admissible x.222

Definition 2: A T2 fuzzy setÃ is characterized by a 3-D223

membership function, also called T2 membership function,224

which itself is fuzzy. The T2 membership function is usually225

denoted by µÃ(x, u), where x ∈ X , and u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1][39].226

Usually, the fuzzy set Ã is expressed as a two tuple:227

Ã = {((x, u), µÃ(x, u)) |x ∈ X,u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1]} (3)

where µÃ(x, u) ∈ [0, 1]. An alternative form of representation228

of the T2 fuzzy set is given in (4)229

Ã =

∫
x∈X

∫
u∈Jx

µÃ(x, u)|(x, u), Jx ⊆ [0, 1] (4)

=

∫
x∈X




∫
u∈Jx

fx(u)

u


 /x, Jx ⊆ [0, 1] (5)

where fx(u) = µÃ(x, u) ∈ [0, 1]. The
∫ ∫

denotes union over230

all admissible x and u [39].231

Definition 3: At each point of x, say x = x/, the 2-D plane232

containing axes u and µ(x/, u) is called the vertical slice of233

µÃ(x, u). A secondary membership function is a vertical slice234

of µÃ(x, u). Symbolically, it is given by µÃ(x, u) at x = x/ for235

x/ ∈ X and ∀u ∈ Jx/ ⊆ [0, 1]236

µÃ(x = x′, u) =

∫
u∈J

x/

fx/(u)|u, Jx/ ⊆ [0, 1] (6)

where 0 ≤ fx/(u) ≤ 1. The amplitude of a secondary mem- 237

bership function is called secondary grade (of membership). In 238

(6)Jx/ is the primary membership of x/. 239

Definition 4: Uncertainty in the primary membership of a T2 240

fuzzy set Ã is represented by a bounded region, called footprint 241

of uncertainty (FOU) [39], which is the defined as the union of 242

all primary memberships, i.e., 243

FOU(Ã) = ∪
x∈U

Jx. (7)

If all the secondary grades of a T2 fuzzy set Ã are equal to 1, 244

i.e., 245

µÃ(x, u) = 1∀x ∈ X,∀u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1] (8)

then Ã is called IT2FS. The FOU is bounded by two curves, 246

called the Lower and the Upper Membership functions, denoted 247

by µ
Ã
(x) and µÃ(x), respectively, where µ

Ã
(x) and µÃ(x) at 248

all x, respectively, take up the minimum and the maximum of 249

the membership functions of the embedded T1 fuzzy sets [38] 250

in the FOU. 251

III. UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT IN FUZZY 252

FACE SPACE FOR EMOTION RECOGNITION 253

This section provides a general overview of the proposed 254

scheme for emotion recognition using T2 fuzzy sets. Here, 255

the emotion recognition problem is considered as uncertainty 256

management in fuzzy space after encoding the measured facial 257

attributes by T2 fuzzy sets. 258

Let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} be the set of m facial features. Let 259

µÃ(fi) be the primary membership in [0,1] of the feature fi 260

to be a member of set Ã, and µ(fi, µÃ(fi)) be the secondary 261

membership of the measured variable fi in [0,1]. A primary 262

and secondary membership function corresponds to a particular 263

emotion class c, are denoted by µÃc(fi) and µ(fi, µÃc(fi)), 264

respectively. If the measurement of a facial feature, fi, is 265

performed p times on the same subject experiencing the same 266

emotion, and the measurements are quantized into q intervals 267

of equal size, we can evaluate the frequency of occurrence of 268

the measured variable fi in q quantized intervals. The interval 269

containing the highest frequency of occurrence then can be 270

identified, and its center, mi, approximately represents the 271

mode of the measurement variable fi. The second moment, 272

σi, around mi is determined and a bell-shaped (Gaussian) 273

membership function centered at mi and with a spread σi 274

is used to represent the membership function of the random 275

variable fi. This function represents the membership of fi to 276

be CLOSE-TO the central value, mi. It may be noted that a 277

bell-shaped (Gaussian-like) membership curve would have a 278

peak at the center with a membership value one, indicating that 279

membership at this point is the largest for an obvious reason of 280

having the highest frequency of fi at the center. 281

On repetition of the above experiment for variable fi on n 282

subjects, each experiencing the same emotion, we obtain n such 283

membership functions, each one for one individual subject. 284

Naturally, the measurement variable fi now has both intra- 285

and inter-personal level uncertainty. The intra-level uncertainty 286
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Fig. 1 Experimental FOU for feature fi = Mouth-Opening.

occurs due to the pre-assumption of a specific (Gaussian)287

primary membership function, and the inter-level uncertainty288

occurs due to multiplicity of the membership functions for289

n subjects. Thus, a new measurement for an unknown facial290

expression can be encoded using all the n-membership curves,291

giving n possible membership values, thereby giving rise to292

uncertainty in the fuzzy space.293

The uncertainty involved in the present problem has been294

addressed here by three distinctive approaches: 1) IT2FS,295

2) IA-IT2FS, and 3) GT2FS. The first approach is simple,296

but more error prone as it ignores the intra-level uncertainty.297

The second and the third approaches are robust as they are298

capable to take care of both the uncertainties. However, the299

modality of uncertainty management by the second and the300

third approaches is significantly different. The second approach301

models each subject’s interval using a uniform probability302

distribution, and thus the mean and variance of each interval303

are mapped into an embedded T1 fuzzy set. The third approach304

handles intra- and inter-personal level uncertainty compositely305

by fusing the primary and the secondary membership functions306

into an embedded interval T2 membership function. All three307

approaches have many common steps. Hence, we first present308

the steps involved in IT2FS and then explain the two techniques309

without repeating the common steps further.310

A. Principles Used in the IT2FS Approach311

The primary membership functions for a given feature312

value fi corresponding to a particular emotion c taken from313

n-subjects together forms a IT2FS Ãc, whose FOU is bounded314

by a lower and an upper membership curves µ
Ãc

(fi) and315

µÃc(fi), respectively, where316

µ
Ãc

(fi) =Min
{
µ1
Ãc

(fi), µ
2
Ãc

(fi), . . . , µ
n
Ãc

(fi)
}
, (9)

µÃc(fi) =Max
{
µ1
Ãc

(fi), µ
2
Ãc

(fi), . . . , µ
n
Ãc

(fi)
}

(10)

are evaluated for all fi, and µj
Ãc

(fi), 1 ≤ j ≤ n denotes the317

primary membership function of feature fi for subject j in318

IT2FS Ãc.319

Fig. 1 provides the FOU for a given feature fi.320

Now, for a given measurement f/i , we obtain an interval321

[µ
Ãc

(f
/
i ), µÃc(f

/
i )], representing the entire span of uncertainty 322

of the measurement variable f/i in the fuzzy space, induced by 323

n primary membership distributions: µj
Ãc

(fi), 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The 324

interval [µ
Ãc

(f
/
i ), µÃc(f

/
i )] is evaluated by replacing fi by f/i 325

in (9) and (10), respectively. 326

If there existm different facial features, then for each feature, 327

we would have such an interval, and consequently we obtain m 328

such intervals given by 329[
µ
Ãc

(
f
/
1

)
, µÃc

(
f
/
1

)]
,
[
µ
Ãc

(
f
/
2

)
, µÃc

(
f
/
2

)]
, . . . . . . . . .

×
[
µ
Ãc

(
f/m

)
, µÃc

(
f/m

)]
.

The proposed IT2FS reasoning system employs a particular 330

format of rules, commonly used in fuzzy classification prob- 331

lems [47]. Consider for instance a fuzzy rule, given by Rc: 332

if f1 is Ã1 AND f2 is Ã2 . . .. AND fm is Ãm then emotion 333

class is c. 334

Here, fi for i = 1tom are m-measurements (feature values) 335

and Ã1, Ã2, . . . , Ãm are IT2FS on the respective domains 336

Ãi =
[
µ
Ãc

(fi), µÃc(fi)
]
, ∀i. (11)

Since an emotion is characterized by all of these m features, 337

to find the overall support of the m features (m measurements 338

made for the unknown subject) to the emotion class c repre- 339

sented by the n primary memberships, we use the fuzzy meet 340

operation 341

Smin
c =Min

{
µ
Ãc

(
f
/
1

)
, µ
Ãc

(
f
/
2

)
. . . , µ

Ãc

(
f/m

)}
(12)

Smax
c =Min

{
µÃc

(
f
/
1

)
, µÃc

(
f
/
2

)
, . . . , µÃc

(
f/m

)}
. (13)

Thus, we can say that the unknown subject is experiencing 342

the emotion class c at least to the extent sminc , and at most to 343

the extent smaxc . 344

To reduce the nonspecificity associated with the interval 345

sc−i = [sminc , smaxc ], different approaches can be taken. For 346

example, the most conservative approach would be to use lower 347

bound, while the most liberal view would be to use the upper 348

bound of the interval as the support for the class c. In the 349

absence of any additional information, a balanced approach 350

would be to use center of the interval as the support for the class 351

c by the n primary memberships to the unknown subject. This 352

idea is supported by Mendel [42] and Lee [48]. We compute the 353

center Sc of the interval Sc−i 354

Sc =

(
sminc + smaxc

)
2

. (14)

Thus, Sc is the degree of support that the unknown facial 355

expression is in emotion class c. Now, to predict the emotion of 356

a person from his facial expression, we determine Sc for each 357

emotion class. Presuming that there exist k emotion classes, let 358

us denote the degree by which the emotion classes 1, 2, . . . , k 359

support the unknown facial expression be S1, S2, . . . ., Sk, re- 360

spectively. Since a given facial expression may convey different 361

emotions with different degrees, we resolve the conflict by 362
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ranking the Si for i = 1tok, and thus determine the emotion363

class r, for which Sr >= Si for all i.364

The principle of selection of the emotion class r from a set365

of competitive emotions, satisfying the above inequality holds,366

since the joint occurrence of the fuzzy memberships, induced367

by (12)–(14), for all the features of the given facial expression368

for emotion r is the greatest among the same values for all other369

emotions.370

B. Principles Used in the GT2FS Approach371

The previous approach employs a reasoning mechanism to372

compute the degree of support of k emotion classes induced373

by m features for each class to an unknown facial expression374

using a set of k ×m IT2FS. The GT2FS-based reasoning375

realized with measurements taken from n-subjects, however,376

requires k ×m× n GT2FSs to determine the emotion class of377

an unknown facial expression. The current approach tunes the378

primary membership values for the given measurements using379

the secondary memberships of the same measurement, and thus380

reduces the degree of intra-level uncertainty of the primary381

distributions. The reduction in the degree of uncertainty helps382

in improving the classification accuracy of emotion at the cost383

of additional complexity required to evaluate T2 secondary384

distributions and also to reason with k ×m× n fuzzy sets.385

Let fi be the measurement of the ith feature for a subject with386

an unknown emotion class. Now, by consulting the n primary387

membership functions that were generated from n-subjects in388

the training data for a given emotion class, c, we obtain n pri-389

mary membership values corresponding to fi for emotion class390

c as given by µ1
Ãc

(fi), µ
2
Ãc

(fi), . . . , µ
n
Ãc

(fi). Let the secondary391

membership values for each primary membership value, respec-392

tively, be µ(fi, µ
1
Ãc

(fi)), µ(fi, µ
2
Ãc

(fi)), . . . , µ(fi, µ
n
Ãc

(fi)).393

Note that, these secondary membership values correspond to394

emotion class c. Unless clarity demands, we have avoided (here395

and elsewhere) use of a subscript to represent the emotion396

class. We now fuse (aggregate) the evidences provided by397

the primary and secondary membership values to obtain the398

modified primary membership supports. A plausible way of399

fusing would be to use a T-norm. Here, we use the product. The400

product always lies within the FOU and thus satisfies Mendel-401

John Representation Theorem [39]. Further higher is the sec-402

ondary membership, higher is the product representing new403

embedded fuzzy membership. Since the secondary membership404

represents the degree of correctness in primary membership,405

the product helps in reduction of intra-level uncertainty. Thus,406

for subject j of the training data representing emotion class c,407

we obtain408

modµj
Ãc

(fi)=µ
j

Ãc
(fi)×µ

(
fi, µ

j

Ãc
(fi)

)
∀j=1, . . . , n (15)

where modµj
Ãc

(fi) denotes the modified primary membership409

value for jth training subject for cth emotion class. The sec-410

ondary membership values used in the above product function411

are evaluated using their primary memberships obtained by a412

procedure discussed in Section IV.413

The next step is to determine the range of modµj
Ã
(f
/
i ) for 414

j = 1 to n, comprising the minimum and the maximum given 415

by [modµ
Ã
(f
/
i ),

mod µÃ(f
/
i )], where 416

modµ
Ã

(
f
/
i

)
=Min

{
modµ1

Ã

(
f
/
i

)
,

modµ2
Ã

(
f
/
i

)
, . . . ,modµn

Ã

(
f
/
i

)}
(16)

modµÃ

(
f
/
i

)
=Max

{
modµ1

Ã

(
f
/
i

)
,

modµ2
Ã

(
f
/
i

)
, . . . ,modµn

Ã

(
f
/
i

)}
. (17)

Now, for m features, the rule-based T2 classification is 417

performed in a similar manner as in the previous section with 418

the replacement of µ
Ã
(f
/
i ) and µÃ(f

/
i ) by modµ

Ã
(f
/
i ) and 419

modµÃ(f
/
i ), respectively. 420

C. Methodology 421

We briefly discuss the main steps involved in fuzzy face- 422

space construction based on the measurements of m facial fea- 423

tures for n-subjects, each having l instances of facial expression 424

for a particular emotion. We need to classify a facial expression 425

of an unknown person into one of k emotion classes. 426

IT2FS-Based Emotion Recognition: 427

1) We extract m facial features for n subjects, each having 428

l (l could be different for different emotion classes) 429

instances of facial expression for a particular emotion. 430

The above features are extracted for k-emotion classes. 431

2) We construct a fuzzy face space for each emotion class 432

separately. The fuzzy face space for an emotion class 433

comprises a set of n primary membership functions for 434

each feature. Thus, we have m groups (denoted by m rows 435

of blocks in Fig. 2) of n-primary membership functions 436

(containing n blocks under each row of Fig. 2). Each 437

primary membership curve is constructed from l-facial 438

instances of a subject attempted to exhibit a particular 439

emotion in her facial expression by acting. 440

3) For a given set of features f/1 , f
/
2 , . . . , f

/
m obtained from 441

an unknown facial expression, we determine the range of 442

membership for feature f/i , given by [µ
Ã
(f
/
i ), µÃ(f

/
i )], 443

where Ã is an IT2FS with a primary membership function 444

defined as CLOSE-TO-center-value-m of the respective 445

membership function. 446

4) Now, for an emotion class j, we take fuzzy meet operation 447

over the ranges for each feature to evaluate the range 448

of uncertainty for individual emotion class. The meet 449

operation here is computed by taking cumulative t-norm 450

(here we use min) of µ
Ã
(f
/
i ) and µÃ(f

/
i ) separately for 451

i = 1tom, and thus obtaining Sminj and Smaxj , respec- 452

tively (see top of Fig. 2). 453

5) The support of the j-th emotion class to the measure- 454

ments is evaluated by computing the average Sj of Smin
j 455

and Smax
j . 456
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Fig. 2. The IT2FSS-based emotion recognition.

6) Now, we determine the maximum support offered by all457

the k emotion classes, and declare the unknown facial458

expression to have emotion r, if Sr ≥ Si for all emotion459

class i = 1 to k. The suffix j in [µmin
A (f

/
i ), µ

max
A (f

/
i )]j460

refers to the range in that interval for emotion j.461

GT2FS-Based Emotion Recognition:462

1) This step is same as the step 1 of IT2FS-based emotion463

recognition.464

2) The construction of the primary membership functions465

here follows the same procedure as given in step 2 of466

IT2FS-based recognition scheme. In addition, we need to467

construct secondary membership functions for individual468

primary membership curves. The procedure for construc-469

tion of secondary membership functions will be discussed470

in Section IV. The complete scheme of construction of471

T2FFS, considering all k emotion classes, is given in472

Fig. 3.473

3) For a given feature f
/
i , we consult each primary and474

secondary membership curve under a given emotion475

class, and take the product of primary and secondary 476

membership at fi = f
/
i . The resulting membership value 477

obtained for the membership curves for the subject w in 478

the training data is given by 479

modµw
Ã

(
f
/
i

)
= µw

Ã

(
f
/
i

)
× µ

(
f
/
i , µ

w
Ã

(
f
/
i

))
(18)

where the notations have their usual meaning. Now, for 480

w = 1ton, we evaluate modµw
Ã
(f
/
i ), and thus obtain the 481

minimum and the maximum values of modµw
Ã
(f
/
i ), to 482

obtain a range of uncertainty [modµ
Ã
(f
/
i ),

mod µÃ(f
/
i )]. 483

This is repeated for all features under each emotion class. 484

In Fig. 4 we, unlike conventional approaches, present 485

secondary membership functions against feature f/i , for 486

i = 1tom. Such representation is required to demonstrate 487

the computation of modµ
Ã
(f
/
i ). 488

4) Step 4 is the same as that in IT2FS-based recognition 489

scheme with the replacement of µ
Ã
(f
/
i ) and µÃ(f

/
i ), 490
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Fig. 3. General type-2 fuzzy face-space construction for m features, k emo-
tion classes, and n subjects.

respectively, by modµ
Ã
(f
/
i ) and modµÃ(f

/
i ). Steps 5 and491

6 are exactly similar to those in IT2FS-based recognition492

scheme. A complete scheme for GT2FS-based emotion493

recognition, considering support of k-emotion classes is494

given in Fig. 5.495

IV. FUZZY T2 MEMBERSHIP EVALUATION496

In this, we discuss T2 membership evaluation [37]–[39].497

Although theoretically very sound, T2 fuzzy set has limitedly498

been used over the last two decades because of the users’499

inadequate knowledge to correctly assign the secondary mem-500

berships. This paper, however, overcomes this problem by501

extracting T2 membership function from its T1 counterpart by502

an evolutionary algorithm. A brief outline to the construction of503

secondary membership function is given in this section.504

Intuitively, when an expert assigns a grade of membership, 505

she is relatively more certain to determine the location of the 506

peaks and the minima of the function, but may not have enough 507

background knowledge to correctly assign the membership val- 508

ues at other points. Presuming that the (secondary) membership 509

values at the peak and the minima are close to 1, we attempt to 510

compute secondary memberships at the remaining part of the 511

secondary membership function. The following assumptions 512

are used to construct an objective function, which is minimized 513

to obtain the solution of the problem. 514

1) Let x = xp and x = xq be two successive optima 515

(peak/minimum) on the primary membership function 516

µA(x). Then, at any point x lying between xp and xq, 517

the secondary membership µ(x, µA(x)) will be smaller 518

than both µ(xp, µA(xp)) and µ(xq, µA(xq)). 519

2) The fall-off in secondary membership at a point x away 520

from its value at a peak/minimum µ(xp, µA(xp)) is expo- 521

nential, given by 522

µ (x, µA(x)) = µ (xp, µA(xp)) . exp (−|x− xp|) . (19)

3) The secondary membership at any point x between two 523

consecutive optima at x = xp and x = xq in the primary 524

membership is selected from the range [α, β], where 525

α = µ (xp, µA(xp)) . exp (−|x− xp|)
β = µ (xq, µA(xq)) . exp (−|x− xq|)

}
. (20)

T1 defuzzification over the average of n primary member- 526

ship functions should return the same value as obtained 527

by T2 defuzzification for a given primary membership 528

function for any given source. This assumption holds 529

because the two modalities of defuzzification, represent- 530

ing the same real-world parameter, should return close 531

values, ignoring the average inter-personal level of uncer- 532

tainty while taking the average of n-primary membership 533

functions. 534

4) The unknown secondary membership at two values of 535

x separated by a small positive δ should have a small 536

difference. This is required to avoid sharp changes in the 537

secondary grade. 538

Let the primary membership functions for feature fi = x 539

from n sources be µ1
Ã
(x), µ2

Ã
(x), . . . ., µn

Ã
(x). Then, the aver- 540

age membership function which represents a special form of 541

fuzzy aggregation is given by 542

µÃ(x) =

n∑
i=1

µi
Ã
(x)

n
, ∀x (21)

i.e., at each position of x = xj , the above membership aggre- 543

gation is employed to evaluate a new composite membership 544

profile µÃ(x). The defuzzified signal obtained by the centroid 545

method [36] from the averaged primary membership function 546

is given by 547

c =

∑
∀x
x.µÃ(x)∑

∀x
µÃ(x)

. (22)
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Fig. 4. Computing support of the general type-2 fuzzy FS for emotion class i.
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Fig. 5. GT2FFS-based emotion classification.

Further, the T2 centroidal defuzzified signal obtained from548

the ith primary and secondary membership functions here is549

defined as550

ci =

∑
∀x
x.µi

Ã
(x).µ

(
x, µi

Ã
(x)

)
∑
∀x
µi
Ã
(x).µ

(
x, µi

Ã
(x)

) . (23)

The products of primary and secondary memberships are551

used in (23) to refine the primary memberships by the degree552

of certainty of the corresponding secondary values.553

Using assumptions 3 and 4, we construct a performance554

index Ji to compute secondary membership for the ith subject555

for a given emotion556

Ji=(ci−c)2+
xR−1∑
x=x1

{
µ
(
(x+δ), µi

Ã
(x+δ)

)
−µ

(
x, µi

Ã
(x)

)}2
.

(24)

The second term in (24) acts as a regularizing term to prevent557

abrupt changes in the membership function. In (24),x1 and558

xR are the smallest and the largest values of a given feature559

considered over R sampled points of µi
Ã
(x). In (24), δ = (xR −560

x1)/(R− 1) and xk = x1 + (k − 1). δ for k = 1, . . . ., R. The561

secondary membership evaluation problem now transforms to562

minimization of Ji by selecting µ(x, µi
Ã
(x)) from a given563

range [α, β], where α and β are the secondary memberships564

at the two optima in secondary membership around the point565

x. Expressions (20) are used to compute α and β for each566

x separately. Note that, for each subject carrying individual567

emotion, we have to define (23) and (24) and find the optimal568

secondary membership functions.569

Any derivative-free optimization algorithm can be used to570

minimize Ji with respect to secondary memberships, and obtain571

µ(x, µi
Ã
(x)) at each x except the optima on the secondary572

membership. Differential evolution (DE) [34] is one such573

derivative-free optimization algorithm, which has fewer con-574

trol parameters, and has outperformed the well-known binary575

coded genetic algorithm [54] and particle swarm optimization576

algorithms [55] with respect to standard benchmark functions 577

[45]. Further, DE is simple and involves only a few lines code, 578

which motivated us to employ it to solve the above optimization 579

problem. 580

An outline to basic DE [34] is given in the Appendix. An 581

algorithm to compute the secondary membership function of a 582

T2 fuzzy set from its primary counterpart using DE is given 583

below. 584

1) Obtain the averaged primary membership function µÃ(x) 585

from the primary membership functions µi
Ã
(x) obtained 586

from n sources, i.e., i = 1, . . . ., n. Evaluate c, and also 587

ci for a selected primary membership distribution µi
Ã
(x) 588

using (22) and (23), respectively. 589

2) Find the optima on µj
Ã
(x) for a given j. Let the set of 590

x corresponding to the optima be S. Set the secondary 591

membership µ(x, µj
Ã
(x)) to 0.99 (close to one) for all x ∈ 592

S. 593

3) For each x ∈ X , where x /∈ S, identify the optima closest 594

around x from S. Let they be located at x = xp and x = 595

xq , where xp < x < xq . Determine α and β for each x, 596

given by (20). 597

4) For each x, where µ(x, µj
Ã
(x)) lies in [α, β], minimize Jj 598

by DE. 599

5) Obtain µ(x, µj
Ã
(x)) for all x after the DE converges. 600

6) Repeat step 2 onwards for all j. 601

For a Gaussian primary membership function, the minimum 602

occurs at infinity, but the minimum value is practically zero 603

when x is m± 4σ, where m and σ are mean and standard 604

deviation of x. In Step 2, the minimum is taken as m± 4σ, 605

and we obtain x by dividing the range [m− 4σ,m+ 4σ] into 606

equal intervals of same length (here 20 intervals). 607

An illustrative plot of secondary membership function for a 608

given primary is given in Fig. 6. 609

V. FILTERING UNWANTED DATA POINTS IN FEATURE 610

SPACE USING INTERVAL APPROACH 611

The IT2FS-based scheme for emotion recognition given in 612

Section III is computationally efficient with good classification 613

accuracy. However, its performance depends greatly on the 614

measurements obtained from facial expressions of the experi- 615

mental subjects. In order to reduce the effect of outliers, we here 616

present a scheme of data pre-processing/filtering and selection 617

of membership functions following the well-known IA [68]. 618

The important steps of IA used in the present context are 619

re-structured for the present application as outlined below. Let 620

[a(i), b(i)] be the end-point interval of measurements of a given 621

facial feature for the ith subject obtained from l instances of her 622

facial expressions for a specific emotion. 623

Step 1) (Outlier processing): This step divides the two sets 624

of lower and upper data end-points: a(i) and b(i), 625

respectively, for i = 1 to n subjects in quartiles, 626

and tests the acceptability of each data end-point by 627

satisfying the following criteria: 628

a(i) ∈ [Qa(0.25)−1.5IQRa, Qa(0.75)+1.5IQRa]
b(i) ∈ [Qb(0.25)−1.5IQRb, Qb(0.75)+1.5IQRb]
L(i) ∈ [QL(0.25)−1.5IQRL, QL(0.75)+1.5IQRL]


 (25)
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Fig. 6. (a) The primary membership function for a given feature and (b) its
corresponding secondary membership function obtained by minimizing Ji.

where Qj(x) denotes the quartile ranges containing629

the first x% of the data points in the i-th data set.630

Here, j ∈ {a, b, L} and a, b denote lower, upper end631

points of intervals, and L is the length of an interval.632

IQR denotes intra-quartile range and is defined by633

Q(0.75) minus Q(0.25). The suffixes a, b and L in634

IQR denote the IQR for left, right end points and635

interval length, respectively. L(i) is defined as the636

length of data interval = b(i) − a(i), for i = 1ton.637

The reduced set of data end-points after outlier638

processing is n/.639

Step 2) (Tolerance limit processing): This step deals with640

tolerance limit processing by presuming the data641

distributions to be Gaussian, and testing whether642

lower/upper data end-points: a(i), b(i) and interval643

length L(i) lie within mean plus/minus k(= 2.752)644

times the standard deviation of the data points. The645

number 2.752 appears in the scenario for statistical646

validation with 20 data end-point intervals for 20647

subjects [68].648

If a data interval [a(i), b(i)] and its length L(i)649

satisfy (26), the interval is accepted, otherwise650

rejected:651

a(i) ∈ [ml − ksl,ml + ksl]
b(i) ∈ [mr − ksr,mr + ksr]
L(i) ∈ [mL − ksL,mL + ksL]


 (26)

where, mj and sj denotes sample mean and stan- 652

dard deviation for j ∈ {l, r, L}, for the n/ set of 653

data points/intervals. After tolerance processing, the 654

reduced set of data end-points is n//. 655

Step 3) (Reasonable-interval test): This step checks whether 656

intervals are reasonable, i.e., they are over- 657

lapped. This has been performed by computing 658

ξ∗, given in (27) and then by testing whether 659

lower bounds of each interval a(i) < ξ∗ and upper 660

bound b(i) > ξ∗, where ξ∗is one of the possible 661

values of 662

ξ∗

=

(
mrσ

2
l −mlσ2

r

)
±σlσr

[
(ml−mr)2+2

(
σ2
l −σ2

r

)
ln
(
σl
σr

)] 1
2

σ2
l−σ2

r

(27)

where ml and σl are sample mean and variance of 663

the n// left endpoints and mr and σr are sample 664

mean and variance of the n// right endpoints. If 665

ml <= ξ∗ <= mr is satisfied, then the data inter- 666

vals are retained and dropped otherwise. The re- 667

maining number of data points after the drop of 668

some intervals is called n///. 669

Step 4) (FOU selection): This step is used for the selection 670

of the right FOU among triangle, left shoulder, and 671

right shoulder. For each FOU, the criteria can be 672

found in [68]. We here reproduce the results for 673

triangular FOU only, as our results to be given in 674

Section VI yields triangular FOU. For triangular 675

FOU, the conditions are 676

mr ≤ 5.831ml − 1.328 sc√
n///

mr ≤ 0.171ml + 8.29− 1.328 sd√
n///

mr ≥ ml


 (28)

where sc = standard deviation of [b(i) − 5.831a(i)] 677

for i = 1ton///, sd = standard deviation of [b(i) − 678

0.17a(i) − 8.29] for i = 1ton///. 679

Step 5) (FOU parameter evaluation): This step deals with 680

parameter evaluation of the triangular membership 681

functions for the existing data intervals [a(i), b(i)]. 682

For each interval [a(i), b(i)], we obtain the param- 683

eters a
(i)
MF and b

(i)
MF representing the end-points 684

of the x-coordinates of the base for a symmet- 685

ric triangular membership function as reproduced 686

below [68]: 687

a
(i)
MF = 1

2

[(
a(i) + b(i)

)
−
√
2
(
b(i) − a(i)

)]
.

b
(i)
MF = 1

2

[(
a(i) + b(i)

)
+
√
2
(
b(i) − a(i)

)]
}
. (29)

We use these membership functions in place of 688

Gaussian membership functions in our IT2FS ap- 689

proach and call this approach as IT-IT2FS. 690
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Fig. 7. Facial features.

Fig. 8. (a) Localized eye search region, and (b) detection of eye features.

VI. EXPERIMENTS DETAILS691

In this section, we present the experimental details of692

emotion recognition using the principles introduced in Sec-693

tions III–V. Here, we consider the following k(= 5) emotion694

classes: anger, fear, disgust, happiness, and relaxation. The695

experiment is conducted with two sets of subjects: 1) the first696

set of n(= 20) subjects is considered for designing the fuzzy697

face space and 2) the other set of 40 facial expressions taken698

from six unknown subjects is considered to validate the result of699

the proposed emotion classification scheme. Five facial features700

(i.e., m = 5) have been used here to design the T2 fuzzy face701

space.702

We now briefly overview the main steps of feature extrac-703

tion followed by fuzzy face-space construction and emotion704

recognition of an unknown subject using the pre-constructed705

face space.706

A. Feature Extraction707

Feature extraction is a fundamental step in emotion recog-708

nition. This paper considers extraction of features from emo-709

tionally rich facial expressions synthesized by the subjects by710

acting. Existing research results [14], [28] reveal that the most711

important facial regions responsible for the manifestation of712

emotion are the eyes and the lips. This motivated us to select the713

following features: Left eye opening (EOL), right eye opening714

(EOR), Distance between the Lower Eyelid to the Eyebrow715

for the Left Eye (LEEL), distance between the lower eyelid to716

eyebrow for the right eye (LEER), and the maximum mouth717

opening (MO) including the lower and the upper lips. Fig. 7718

explains the above facial features on a selected facial image.719

For extraction of any of the features mentioned above, the720

first step that needs to be carried out is to separate out the skin721

and the non-skin regions of the image.722

Estimation of Eye Features (EOL, LEEL, EOR, and LEER):723

To compute the eye features, we first localize the eye region as724

shown in Fig. 8(a). The image in Fig. 8(a) is now transformed725

to gray scale, and average intensity over each row of pixels is726

evaluated. Now, we identify the row with the maximum dip in727

Fig. 9. (a) Mouth search area, (b) lip cluster, and (c) graph of average intensity
over each row against the row position.

average intensity, while scanning the image from top. This row 728

indicates the first dark region from top, i.e., the eyebrow region 729

(Fig. 8(b)). Similarly, we detect the lower eyelid by identifying 730

the row with the maximum dip in intensity in the gray scale 731

image, while scanning the face up from the bottommost row. 732

The location of the top eyelid region is identified by scanning 733

the face up from the marked lower eyelid until the maximum 734

dip occurs in the gray scale image. 735

Estimation of MO: In order to estimate the MO, we first 736

localize the mouth region as shown in Fig. 9(a). Then, a 737

conversion from R-G-B to perceptually uniform L∗ − a∗ − b∗ 738

color space is undertaken in order to represent the perceptual 739

difference in color by Euclidean distance [69]. The k-means 740

clustering algorithm is applied next on this image to segment 741

the image into three clusters, namely skin, lip, and teeth regions. 742

Each cluster is now transformed to gray scale, and the one 743

with the highest average gradient of the boundary points (in 744

intensity) is declared as the lip region. Now, to obtain the MO, 745

we plot the average intensity over each row of Fig. 9(b) against 746

the row number. The width of the zero-crossing zone in the plot 747

(Fig. 9(c)) provides a measure of MO. 748

Experiments are undertaken both on colored image database 749

such as the Indian Women (Jadavpur University) database, and 750

gray scale images including Japanese Female Facial Expression 751

(JAFFE) and Cohn-Kanade databases. The principles of feature 752

extraction introduced above are equally applicable in both 753

color and gray scale images. However, for color images, we 754

need a conversion to gray scale to determine the features of 755

eye and mouth of the subject. In addition, for the gray scale 756

facial images, segmentation of lip-, skin-, and teeth-regions is 757

performed with intensity data only, unlike the case in color 758

images, where we use the 3-D data points (L∗, a∗, b∗) as the 759

input to the k-means algorithm for segmentation. 760

Selective images from three facial expression databases are 761

given in Fig. 10. Training and test image data partition for three 762

experimental databases is given in Table I. The training data in 763

Table I include l instances for n subjects for k distinct emotions. 764

The following explanation in this section is given with re- 765

spect to Indian Woman Database (Jadavpur University). 766

B. Creating the T2 Fuzzy Face Space 767

The interval T2 fuzzy face space contains only the primary 768

membership distributions for each facial feature. Since we 769

have five facial features, and the experiment includes five 770

distinct emotions of 20 subjects, we obtain 20× 5× 5 = 500 771

primary membership curves. To compute primary member- 772

ships, ten instances of a given emotion are used. These 500 773

membership curves are grouped into 25 heads, each containing 774
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Fig. 10. Experiment done on different databases: a) JAFFE, b) Indian women
database (Jadavpur University), c) Cohn-Kanade database.

TABLE I
TRAINING AND TEST DATA FOR THREE DATABASES

20 membership curves of 20 subjects for a specific feature for a775

given emotion. Fig. 11 gives an illustration of one such group of776

20 membership functions for the feature EOL for the emotion:777

Anger.778

For each primary membership function, we have a corre-779

sponding secondary membership function. Thus, we obtain780

500 secondary membership functions. Two illustrative T2 sec-781

ondary memberships for subjects 1 and 2 for the feature EOL782

for the emotion anger are given in Fig. 12. The axes in the figure783

represent feature (EOL), primary and secondary membership784

values as indicated.785

Fig. 11. Membership distributions for emotion anger and feature EOL.

Fig. 12. (a) Secondary membership curve of subject 1. (b) Secondary mem-
bership curve of subject 2 for emotion anger.

C. Emotion Recognition of an Unknown Facial Expression 786

The emotion recognition problem addressed here attempts 787

to determine the emotion of an unknown person from her 788

facial expression. To keep the measurements in an emotional 789

expression normalized and free from distance variation from 790

the camera focal plane, we construct a bounding box, covering 791

only the face region, and the reciprocal of the diagonal of the 792

bounding box is used as a scale factor for normalization of the 793

measurements. The normalized features obtained from Fig. 13 794

are listed in Table II. We now briefly explain the experimental 795

results obtained by two alternative reasoning methodologies 796

incorporating IT2FS and GT2FS. 797
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Fig. 13. Facial image of an unknown subject.

TABLE II
EXTRACTED FEATURES OF FIG. 13

TABLE III
CALCULATED TYPE-2 PRIMARY MEMBERSHIP VALUES

FOR THE FEATURE: EOL UNDER EMOTION: DISGUST

TABLE IV
CALCULATED RANGES OF PRIMARY MEMBERSHIPS

AND CENTRE VALUE FOR EACH EMOTION

IT2FS-Based Recognition: The IT2FS-based recognition798

scheme considers a fuzzy face space of five sets of 20 primary799

membership functions as in Fig. 11, where each set refers to one800

particular feature obtained from 20 sources for an individual801

emotion. Consequently, for five distinct emotions, we have 25802

such sets of primary membership functions. Table III provides803

the evaluation of T2 primary membership values for the feature,804

EOL, consulting 20 primary functions obtained from 20 sub-805

jects, representing the facial expression for disgust. The range806

of these memberships is given in the last row of Table III.807

For each feature, we obtain five tables like Table III, each one808

for a given emotion. Thus, for five features, we would have809

altogether 25 such tables.810

Table IV provides the results of individual range in primary811

membership for each feature experimented under different812

emotional conditions. For example, the entry (0–0.18) corre-813

sponding to the row anger and column EOL gives an idea about814

the extent of the EOL for the unknown subject matches with815

known subjects from the emotion class anger. The results of816

computing fuzzy meet operation over the range of individual817

TABLE V
RESULTS OF EXECUTION OF IA ON FEATURE

EOL DATA SET FOR EMOTION: ANGER

Fig. 14. Graphical selection of FOU by testing that the point (ml,mr) =
(0.0755, 0.1257) plotted in the figure lies under the triangular zone obtained
by satisfying inequalities in (28).

features taken from facial expressions of the subjects under the 818

same emotional condition are given in Table IV. The average of 819

the ranges along with its center value is also given in Table IV. 820

It is observed that the center has the largest value (= 0.3435) 821

for the emotion: happiness. 822

IT2FS-Based Recognition With Pre-Processing of Features 823

Using the Interval Approach (Hereafter IA-IT2FS): The IA in- 824

troduced in Section V has two fundamental merits. It eliminates 825

noisy data points obtained from facial data of the subjects. 826

It also helps in identifying the primary membership functions 827

for each feature of a facial expression representing a specific 828

emotion by a statistically meaningful approach. The results of 829

execution of adapted IA algorithm given in the last section for 830

the feature EOL for the emotion anger are given in Table V for 831

convenience. After similar tables for all features of all possible 832

emotions are determined, we use the statistically significant 833

FOU for each feature of each emotion. In Fig. 14, we provide an 834

illustrative experimental FOU for the feature EOL for emotion 835
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Fig. 15. Constructed symmetric triangular membership functions using (29).

TABLE VI
CALCULATED TYPE-2 MEMBERSHIP VALUES FOR

THE FEATURE: EOL UNDER EMOTION: DISGUST

anger by performing step 4 of Section V. The parameters of the836

FOU, here triangles, are evaluated by step 5 of Section V. Now,837

for an unknown facial expression, we follow the steps of IT2FS-838

based approach to recognize the emotion exhibited in the facial839

expression. Our experiments reveal that the pre-processing840

steps by IA help in improving the recognition accuracy of the841

IT2FS scheme by 2.5% (Fig. 15).842

GT2FS-Based Recognition: We now briefly illustrate the843

GT2FS-based reasoning for emotion classification. Here, the844

secondary membership function corresponding to the individ-845

ual primary membership function of five features obtained846

from facial expressions carrying five distinct emotions for 20847

different subjects are determined using membership functions848

like Fig. 12.849

Table VI provides the summary of the primary and secondary850

memberships obtained for EOL for the emotion: disgust. The851

range computation for the feature EOL is also shown in the852

last column of Table VI. The same computations are repeated853

for all emotions, and the range evaluated in the last column of854

Table VII indicates that the center of this range here too has the855

largest value (= 0.301) for the emotion: happiness.856

TABLE VII
CALCULATED RANGES OF PRIMARY MEMBERSHIP

CENTRE VALUE FOR EACH EMOTION

TABLE VIII
PERCENTAGE ACCURACY OF OUR PROPOSED

METHODS OVER THREE DATABASES

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 857

Performance analysis for emotion recognition itself is an 858

open-ended research problem, as there is a dearth of literature 859

on this topic. This paper, compares the relative performance 860

of the proposed GT2FS algorithms with five traditional emo- 861

tion recognition algorithms/techniques and the IA-IT2FS and 862

IT2FS-based schemes introduced here, considering a common 863

framework in terms of their features and databases. The al- 864

gorithms used for comparison include linear SVM classifier 865

[28], (T1) fuzzy relational approach [14], PCA [33], multi- 866

layer perceptron (MLP) [1], [29], radial basis function network 867

(RBFN) [1], [29], IT2FS, and IA-IT2FS [68]. 868

Table VIII shows the classification accuracy of our pro- 869

posed three algorithms using three facial image databases, i.e., 870

JAFFE, Indian Women Face Database (Jadavpur University), 871

and Cohn-Kanade database. Experimental classification accu- 872

racy obtained for different other algorithms mentioned above 873

using the three databases is given in Table X. 874

Two statistical tests called McNemar’s test [58] and Fried- 875

man test [59], and one new test, called root mean square error 876

test are undertaken to analyze the relative performance of the 877

proposed algorithms over existing ones. 878

A. McNemar’s Test 879

Let fA and fB be two classifiers obtained by algorithms A 880

and B, when both the algorithms have a common training set R. 881

Let n01 be the number of examples misclassified by fA but 882

not by fB , and n10 be the number of examples misclassified 883

by fB but not by fA. Then, under the null hypothesis that 884
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TABLE IX
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE USING

MC NEMAR’S TEST WITH THREE DATABASES

both algorithms have the same error rate, the statistic Z in (30)885

follows a χ2 with degree of freedom equals to 1 [59]:886

Z =
(|n01 − n10| − 1)2

n01 + n10
. (30)

Let A be the proposed GT2FS algorithm and B is one of the887

other seven algorithms. We thus evaluate Z = Z1 through Z7,888

where Zj denotes the comparator statistic of misclassification889

between the GT2FS (Algorithm: A) and the jth of the seven890

algorithms (Algorithm: B), where the suffix j refers to the891

algorithm in row number j of Table IX.892

Table IX is evaluated to obtain Z1 through Z7 and the893

hypothesis has been rejected, if Zj > χ2
1, 0.95 = 3.84, where894

χ2
1, 0.95 = 3.84 is the value of the chi square distribution for 1895

degree of freedom at probability of 0.05 [81].896

The last inequality indicates that if the null hypothesis is true,897

then the probability of χ2 to be more than 3.84 is less than 0.05.898

If the hypothesis is not rejected, we consider its acceptance.899

The decision about acceptance or rejection is also included in900

Table IX.901

It is evident from Table IX that McNemar’s test cannot dis-902

tinguish the performance of the five classification algorithms:903

IT2FS, IA-IT2FS, SVM, fuzzy relational approach, and PCA904

that support the hypothesis. Hence, next we use the Friedman905

test for ranking the algorithms.906

B. Friedman Test907

The Friedman test [58] ranks the algorithms for each data908

sets separately. The best performing algorithm gets rank 1. In909

case of ties, average ranks are used.910

TABLE X
AVERAGE RANKING OF CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS BY FRIEDMAN

TEST, WHERE, CA = Classifier Algorithm, A = GT2FS, B1 = SVM,
B2 = IT2FS, B3 = IA-IT2FS, B4 = Fuzzy Relational Approach,

B5 = PCA, B6 = MLP, B7 = RBFN

Let rji be the rank of jth algorithm on the ith data set. The 911

average rank of algorithm j then is evaluated by 912

Rj =
1

N

∑
∀i
rji . (31)

The null hypothesis here states that all the algorithms are 913

equivalent, so their individual ranks Rj should be equal. Under 914

the null hypothesis, for large enough N and k, the Friedman 915

statistic χ2
F in (32) is distributed as a χ2 with k-1 degrees 916

of freedom. Here, k = 8 and N = 3. A larger N of course 917

is desirable; however, emotion databases being fewer, finding 918

large N is not feasible. Here, we consider percentage accu- 919

racy of classification as the basis of rank. Table X provides 920

the percentage accuracy of classification with respect to three 921

databases, JAFFE, Indian Woman (Jadavpur University), and 922

Cohn-Kanade and the respective ranks of the algorithm 923

χ2
F =

12N

k(k + 1)


∑
j

R2
j −

k(k + 1)2

4


 . (32)

924

Now, using N = 3, k = 8, and the ranks in Table X, we 925

obtain χ2
F = 17.67 > χ2

7,0.95 = 14.067 [81], where χ2
7, 0.95 = 926

14.067 is the value of the chi square distribution for 7◦ of 927

freedom at probability of 0.05 [81] 928

χ2
F =

12N

k(k + 1)


∑
j

R2
j −

k(k + 1)2

4




=17.67 > χ2
7,0.95(14.067).

Thus, the hypothesis that the algorithms are equivalent is 929

rejected. Therefore, the performances of the algorithms are 930

determined by their ranks only. The order of ranking of the 931

algorithm is apparent from their average ranks. The smaller 932

the average rank, the better is the algorithm. Let “>” be a 933

comparator of relative ranks where x > y means the algorithm 934

x is better in rank than algorithm y. Table X indicates that the 935
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relative order of ranking of the algorithm by Friedman test as,936

GT2FS> IA−IT2FS > SVM > IT2FS > PCA >Fuzzy Rela-937

tional Approach > MLP > RBFN. It is clear from Table X938

that the average rank of GT2FS is 1 and average rank of IT2FS939

and IA-IT2FS are 4 and 2, respectively, claiming GT2FS940

outperforms all the algorithms by Friedman test.941

VIII. CONCLUSION942

The paper presents three automatic emotion recognition943

systems based on IT2FS, IA-IT2FS, and GT2FS. In order to944

classify an unknown facial expression, these systems make use945

of the background knowledge about a large face database with946

known emotion classes. The GT2FS-based recognition scheme947

requires T2 secondary membership functions, which are ob-948

tained using an innovative evolutionary approach that is also949

proposed in this paper. All the schemes first construct a fuzzy950

face space, and then infer the emotion class of the unknown951

facial expression by determining the maximum support of the952

individual emotion classes using the pre-constructed fuzzy face953

space. The class with the highest support is assigned as the954

emotion of the unknown facial expression.955

The IT2FS-based recognition scheme takes care of the inter-956

subject level uncertainty in computing the maximum support957

of individual emotion class. The GT2FS-based recognition958

scheme, however, takes care of both the inter- and intra-subject959

level uncertainty, and thus offers higher classification accuracy960

for the same set of features. Using three data sets, the classifi-961

cation accuracy obtained by employing GT2FS is 98.333%, by962

IT2FS is 91.667%, and by IA-IT2FS is 94.167%.963

The more the number of subjects used for constructing the964

fuzzy face space, the better would be the fuzzy face space,965

and thus better would be the classification accuracy. Since the966

fuzzy face space is created offline, the online computational967

load to recognize emotion is insignificantly small in IT2FS.968

The computational load in GT2FS, however, is large as it969

includes an optimization procedure to determine the secondary970

membership for each emotion and for each subject. However,971

this additional complexity in GT2FS, offers approximately 7%972

improvement in classification accuracy in comparison to that973

by IT2FS. The IA-IT2FS has around 2.5% gain in classification974

accuracy with no more additional computational complexity975

than IT2FS. It may be noted that the necessary computations in976

IA-IT2FS for data filtering and membership function selection977

is performed offline. The statistical tests employed clearly978

indicate that GT2FS outperforms the seven selected algorithms.979

The problems that may be taken up as future research are980

briefly outlined below. First, new alternative strategies are to be981

designed to determine secondary memberships without using982

optimization techniques. Second, a more formal and systematic983

approach to fuse secondary and primary memberships to reduce984

uncertainty in the fuzzy face space is to be developed. Last,985

we would try to explore the power of fuzzy logic to determine986

emotion classes in absence of sufficient (or even no) mea-987

surements. Facial features, for example MO, may be directly988

encoded into fuzzy features with fuzzy sets, such as “a little,”989

“more,” and “not so large,” and then an IT2FS-based model990

may be adopted to recognize emotion of unknown subjects.991

Classification accuracy under this circumstance could be poor, 992

but a more human-like interpretation of emotion can be given 993

in the absence of precise measurements. 994

APPENDIX 995

THE CLASSICAL DIFFERENTIAL 996

EVOLUTION ALGORITHM [34] 997

An iteration of the classical DE algorithm consists of the four 998

basic steps—initialization of a population of vectors, mutation, 999

crossover or recombination, and finally selection. The main 1000

steps of classical DE are given below: 1001

I. Set the generation number t = 0 and randomly 1002

initialize a population of NP individuals 1003
/Pt = { /X1(t), /X2(t), . . . ., /XNP (t)} with /X1(t) = 1004

{xi,1(t), xi,2(t), . . . ., xi,D(t)} and each individual 1005

uniformly distributed in the range [ /Xmin, /Xmax], 1006

where Xmin = {xmin,1, xmin,2, . . . ., xmin,D} 1007

and /Xmax = {xmax,1, xmax,2, . . . ., xmax,D} with 1008

i = [1, 2, . . . ., NP ]. 1009

II. while stopping criterion is not reached, do 1010

fori = 1toNP 1011

a. Mutation: 1012

Generate a donor vector /V (t) = 1013

{vi,1(t), vi,2(t), . . . . . . , vi,D(t)} corresponding to the ith 1014

target vector /X1(t) by the following scheme /V1(t) = 1015
/Xr1(t) + F ∗ ( /Xr2(t)− /Xr3(t)) where r1, r2 and r3 are 1016

distinct random integers in the range [1, NP] 1017

b. Crossover: 1018

Generate trial vector /Ui(t) = 1019

{ui,1(t), ui,2(t), . . . ., ui,D(t)} for the ith target vector 1020
/X1(t) by binomial crossover as 1021

/ui,j(t) =/vi,j(t) if rand (0, 1) < Cr

= /xi,j(t) otherwise.

c. Selection: 1022

Evaluate the trial vector /Ui(t) 1023

iff(/Ui(t)) ≤ f( /Xi(t)), 1024

thenvecXi(t+ 1) = vecUi(t) 1025

f( /Xi(t+ 1)) = 1026

f(vecUi(t)) 1027

end if 1028

end for 1029

d. Increase the counter value t = t + 1. 1030

end while 1031

The parameters used in the algorithm namely scaling factor 1032

“F ” and crossover rate “Cr” should be initialized before calling 1033

the “while” loop. The terminate condition can be defined in 1034

many ways, a few of which include: 1) fixing the number of 1035

iterationsN , 2) when best fitness of population does not change 1036

appreciably over successive iterations, and 3) either of 1) and 1037

2), whichever occurs earlier. 1038
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Abstract—Facial expressions of a person representing similar5
emotion are not always unique. Naturally, the facial features of6
a subject taken from different instances of the same emotion have7
wide variations. In the presence of two or more facial features, the8
variation of the attributes together makes the emotion recognition9
problem more complicated. This variation is the main source of10
uncertainty in the emotion recognition problem, which has been11
addressed here in two steps using type-2 fuzzy sets. First a type-212
fuzzy face space is constructed with the background knowledge of13
facial features of different subjects for different emotions. Second,14
the emotion of an unknown facial expression is determined based15
on the consensus of the measured facial features with the fuzzy face16
space. Both interval and general type-2 fuzzy sets (GT2FS) have17
been used separately to model the fuzzy face space. The interval18
type-2 fuzzy set (IT2FS) involves primary membership functions19
for m facial features obtained from n-subjects, each having l-in-20
stances of facial expressions for a given emotion. The GT2FS in ad-21
dition to employing the primary membership functions mentioned22
above also involves the secondary memberships for individual23
primary membership curve, which has been obtained here by24
formulating and solving an optimization problem. The optimiza-25
tion problem here attempts to minimize the difference between26
two decoded signals: the first one being the type-1 defuzzification27
of the average primary membership functions obtained from the28
n-subjects, while the second one refers to the type-2 defuzzified29
signal for a given primary membership function with secondary30
memberships as unknown. The uncertainty management policy31
adopted using GT2FS has resulted in a classification accuracy of32
98.333% in comparison to 91.667% obtained by its interval type-233
counterpart. A small improvement (approximately 2.5%) in clas-34
sification accuracy by IT2FS has been attained by pre-processing35
measurements using the well-known interval approach.36

Index Terms—Emotion recognition, facial feature extraction,37
fuzzy face space, interval and general type-2 fuzzy sets, interval38
approach (IA).39
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I. INTRODUCTION 40

EMOTION recognition is currently gaining importance for 41

its increasing scope of applications in human–computer 42

interactive systems. Several modalities of emotion recogni- 43

tion, including facial expression, voice, gesture, and posture 44

have been studied in the literature. However, irrespective of 45

the modality, emotion recognition comprises two fundamental 46

steps involving feature extraction and classification [36]. Fea- 47

ture extraction refers to determining a set of features/attributes, 48

preferably independent, which together represents a given emo- 49

tional expression. Classification aims at mapping emotional 50

features into one of several emotion classes. 51

Performance of an emotion recognition system greatly de- 52

pends on feature selection and classifier design. A good clas- 53

sification algorithm sometimes cannot yield high classification 54

accuracy for poorly selected features. On the other hand, even 55

using a large set of features, describing an emotion, we oc- 56

casionally fail to recognize the emotion correctly because of 57

a poor classifier. Most commonly used techniques for feature 58

selection in the emotion recognition problem include principal 59

component analysis (PCA) [59], independent component anal- 60

ysis [60], rough sets [42], [61], Gabor filter [62], and Fourier 61

descriptors [25]. Among the popularly used techniques for 62

emotion classification, neural net-based mapping [3], [4], [18], 63

fuzzy relational approach [14], linear discriminate analysis 64

[60], support vector machine (SVM) [8], and hidden Markov 65

model [59], gegege[62] need special mention. A brief overview 66

of the existing research on emotion recognition is given next. 67

Ekman and Friesen took an early attempt to recognize facial 68

expression from the movements of cheek, chin, and wrinkles 69

[24]. Their experiments confirmed the existence of a good 70

correlation between basic movements of the facial action units 71

[13], [19] and facial expressions [1], [2], [5], [7], [10], [19]– 72

[22]. Kobayashi and Hara [15]–[17] designed a scheme for the 73

recognition of human facial expressions using the well-known 74

back-propagation neural networks [38], [43]. Their scheme is 75

capable of recognizing six common facial expressions depicting 76

happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, and disgust. Yamada 77

proposed an alternative method of emotion recognition through 78

classification of visual information [49]. 79

Fernandez-Dols et al. proposed a scheme for decoding emo- 80

tions from facial expressions and content [50]. Kawakami et al. 81

[43] designed a method for the construction of emotion space 82

using neural networks. Busso and Narayanan [51] analyzed the 83

scope of facial expressions, speech, and multi-modal informa- 84

tion in emotion recognition. Metallinou et al. [71] employed 85

1083-4427/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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content-sensitive learning for audio-visual emotion recognition.86

In [73], Metallinou et al. proposed a novel approach to visual87

emotion recognition using a compact representation of face88

and viseme information. In [74], Metallinou et al. presented89

an approach to decision level fusion for handling multi-modal90

information in emotion recognition. Lee et al. [75] employed a91

hierarchical binary tree for emotion recognition. Mower et al.92

designed an interesting scheme about human perception of93

audio-visual synthetic emotion character in the presence of94

conflicting information [76]. Cohen et al. [52] developed a95

scheme for emotion recognition from the temporal variations96

in facial expressions obtained from the live video sequence of97

the subjects. They used hidden Markov model to automatically98

segment and recognize facial expression. Gao et al. presented99

a scheme for facial expression recognition from a single facial100

image using line based caricatures [53]. Among other signifi-101

cant contributions in emotion recognition, the works presented102

in [6], [8], [9], [11], [12], [15]–[17], [23]–[28], [30], [31], [32],103

[35], [40], [46], [56], [57], [60], [70], [72], [77]–[80] need104

special mention. For a more complete literature survey, which105

cannot be given here for space restriction, readers may refer to106

two outstanding papers by Pantic et al. [57], [67].107

Emotional features greatly depend on the psychological108

states of the subjects. For example, facial expressions of a109

subject, while experiencing the same emotion, have wider110

variations, resulting in significant changes in individual feature.111

Further, different subjects experiencing the same emotion have112

differences in their facial features. Repeated experiments with113

a large number of subjects, each having multiple instances of114

similar emotional experience, reveal that apparently there exists115

a small but random variation of facial features around specific116

fixed points [65]. The variation between different instances of117

facial expression for similar emotive experience of an individ-118

ual can be regarded as an intra-personal level uncertainty[41].119

On the other hand, the variation in facial expression of individ-120

uals for similar emotional experience can be treated as inter-121

personal level uncertainty[41].122

The variations in features can be modeled with fuzzy sets.123

Classical (type-1 (T1)) fuzzy sets, pioneered by Zadeh [66],124

have widely been used over the last five decades for modeling125

uncertainty of ill-defined systems. T1 fuzzy sets employ a sin-126

gle membership function to represent the degree of uncertainty127

in measurements of a given feature. Hence, it can capture128

the variation in measurements of a given feature for different129

instances of a specific emotion experienced by a subject. In130

[14], the authors have considered a fixed membership function131

to model the uncertainty involved in a feature for a given emo-132

tion, disregarding the possibility of variation in the membership133

curves for different subjects.134

This paper, however, models the above form of inter-personal135

level uncertainty by interval type-2 (T2) fuzzy sets (IT2FS).136

IT2FS employs an upper and a lower membership function137

(UMF and LMF) to capture the uncertainty involved in a138

given measurement of a feature within the bounds of its two139

membership curves at the point of the measurement. However,140

the degree of correct assignment of membership for each141

membership curve embedded between the UMF and LMF in142

IT2FS is treated as unity, which is not always appropriate.143

General T2 fuzzy set (GT2FS) can overcome the above problem 144

by considering a secondary membership grade that represents 145

the correctness in (primary) membership assignment at each 146

measurement points. Naturally, GT2FS is expected to give us 147

better results in emotion classification for its representational 148

advantage over IT2FS. 149

One fundamental problem in GT2FS that limits its appli- 150

cation in classification problems, perhaps, is due to users’ in- 151

ability to correctly specify the secondary memberships. In this 152

paper, we determine the secondary memberships by extracting 153

certain knowledge from the individual primary assignments for 154

each feature of a given emotion for a subject. The knowledge 155

extracted is encoded as an optimization problem with secondary 156

memberships as unknown. The solution to the optimization 157

problem carried out offline provides the secondary grades. 158

The secondary grades are later aggregated with the primary 159

memberships of individual feature for all subjects at the given 160

measurement point to obtain modified primary memberships. 161

The paper provides two alternative approaches to emotion 162

recognition from an unknown facial expression, when the emo- 163

tion class of individual facial expression of a large number of 164

experimental subjects is available. The first approach deals with 165

IT2FS to construct a fuzzy face space based on the measure- 166

ments of a set of features from a given set of facial expressions 167

carrying different emotions. An unknown facial expression is 168

classified into one of several emotion classes by determining 169

the maximum support of individual emotion classes to a given 170

set of measurements of a facial expression. The class having the 171

maximum support is declared as the emotion of the unknown 172

facial expression. In spirit, this is similar to how a fuzzy rule- 173

based system for classification works. 174

The second approach employs GT2FS to construct a fuzzy 175

face space, comprising both primary and secondary member- 176

ship functions, obtained from known facial expressions of sev- 177

eral subjects containing multiple instances of the same emotion 178

for each subject. The emotion class of an unknown facial ex- 179

pression is determined by computing the support of each class 180

to the given facial expression. The class with the maximum 181

support is the winner. The maximum support evaluation here 182

employs both primary and secondary memberships, and thus is 183

slightly different than the IT2FS-based classification. 184

Experiments reveal that the classification accuracy of emo- 185

tion of an unknown person by the GT2FS-based scheme is 186

as high as 98%. When secondary memberships are ignored, 187

and classification is performed with IT2FS, the classification 188

accuracy falls by a margin of 7%. The additional 7% classi- 189

fication accuracy obtained by GT2FS, however, has to pay a 190

price for additional complexity of (m× n× k) multiplications, 191

where m, n, and k denote the number of features, number 192

of subjects, and number of emotion classes, respectively. A 193

2.5% improvement in classification accuracy by IT2FS has 194

been attained by pre-processing measurements and selecting 195

membership functions using the well-known interval approach 196

(IA) [68]. 197

The paper is divided into eight sections. Section II provides 198

fundamental definitions associated with T2 fuzzy sets, which 199

will be required in the rest of the paper. In Section III, we 200

propose the principle of uncertainty management in fuzzy face 201
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space for emotion recognition. Section IV deals with secondary202

membership evaluation procedure for a given T2 primary203

membership function. A scheme for selection of membership204

function and data filtering to eliminate poor measurements to205

improve the performance of IT2FS-based recognition is given206

in Section V. Experimental details are given in Section VI,207

and two methods of performance analysis are undertaken in208

Section VII. Conclusions are listed in Section VIII.209

II. PRELIMINARIES ON T2 FUZZY SETS210

In this section, we define some terminologies related to T1211

and T2 fuzzy sets. These definitions will be used throughout212

the paper.213

Definition 1: Given a universe of discourse X , a conven-214

tional T1 fuzzy setA defined on X , is given by a 2-D mem-215

bership function, also called T1 membership function. The216

(primary) membership function, denoted by µA(x), is a crisp217

number in [0, 1] for a generic element x ∈ X . Usually, the218

fuzzy set A is expressed as a two tuple [36], given by219

A = {(x, µA(x)) |∀x ∈ X} . (1)

An alternative representation of the fuzzy set A is also found220

in the literature as given in (2).221

A =

∫
x∈X

µA(x)|x (2)

where
∫

denotes union of all admissible x.222

Definition 2: A T2 fuzzy setÃ is characterized by a 3-D223

membership function, also called T2 membership function,224

which itself is fuzzy. The T2 membership function is usually225

denoted by µÃ(x, u), where x ∈ X , and u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1][39].226

Usually, the fuzzy set Ã is expressed as a two tuple:227

Ã = {((x, u), µÃ(x, u)) |x ∈ X,u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1]} (3)

where µÃ(x, u) ∈ [0, 1]. An alternative form of representation228

of the T2 fuzzy set is given in (4)229

Ã =

∫
x∈X

∫
u∈Jx

µÃ(x, u)|(x, u), Jx ⊆ [0, 1] (4)

=

∫
x∈X




∫
u∈Jx

fx(u)

u


 /x, Jx ⊆ [0, 1] (5)

where fx(u) = µÃ(x, u) ∈ [0, 1]. The
∫ ∫

denotes union over230

all admissible x and u [39].231

Definition 3: At each point of x, say x = x/, the 2-D plane232

containing axes u and µ(x/, u) is called the vertical slice of233

µÃ(x, u). A secondary membership function is a vertical slice234

of µÃ(x, u). Symbolically, it is given by µÃ(x, u) at x = x/ for235

x/ ∈ X and ∀u ∈ Jx/ ⊆ [0, 1]236

µÃ(x = x′, u) =

∫
u∈J

x/

fx/(u)|u, Jx/ ⊆ [0, 1] (6)

where 0 ≤ fx/(u) ≤ 1. The amplitude of a secondary mem- 237

bership function is called secondary grade (of membership). In 238

(6)Jx/ is the primary membership of x/. 239

Definition 4: Uncertainty in the primary membership of a T2 240

fuzzy set Ã is represented by a bounded region, called footprint 241

of uncertainty (FOU) [39], which is the defined as the union of 242

all primary memberships, i.e., 243

FOU(Ã) = ∪
x∈U

Jx. (7)

If all the secondary grades of a T2 fuzzy set Ã are equal to 1, 244

i.e., 245

µÃ(x, u) = 1∀x ∈ X,∀u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1] (8)

then Ã is called IT2FS. The FOU is bounded by two curves, 246

called the Lower and the Upper Membership functions, denoted 247

by µ
Ã
(x) and µÃ(x), respectively, where µ

Ã
(x) and µÃ(x) at 248

all x, respectively, take up the minimum and the maximum of 249

the membership functions of the embedded T1 fuzzy sets [38] 250

in the FOU. 251

III. UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT IN FUZZY 252

FACE SPACE FOR EMOTION RECOGNITION 253

This section provides a general overview of the proposed 254

scheme for emotion recognition using T2 fuzzy sets. Here, 255

the emotion recognition problem is considered as uncertainty 256

management in fuzzy space after encoding the measured facial 257

attributes by T2 fuzzy sets. 258

Let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} be the set of m facial features. Let 259

µÃ(fi) be the primary membership in [0,1] of the feature fi 260

to be a member of set Ã, and µ(fi, µÃ(fi)) be the secondary 261

membership of the measured variable fi in [0,1]. A primary 262

and secondary membership function corresponds to a particular 263

emotion class c, are denoted by µÃc(fi) and µ(fi, µÃc(fi)), 264

respectively. If the measurement of a facial feature, fi, is 265

performed p times on the same subject experiencing the same 266

emotion, and the measurements are quantized into q intervals 267

of equal size, we can evaluate the frequency of occurrence of 268

the measured variable fi in q quantized intervals. The interval 269

containing the highest frequency of occurrence then can be 270

identified, and its center, mi, approximately represents the 271

mode of the measurement variable fi. The second moment, 272

σi, around mi is determined and a bell-shaped (Gaussian) 273

membership function centered at mi and with a spread σi 274

is used to represent the membership function of the random 275

variable fi. This function represents the membership of fi to 276

be CLOSE-TO the central value, mi. It may be noted that a 277

bell-shaped (Gaussian-like) membership curve would have a 278

peak at the center with a membership value one, indicating that 279

membership at this point is the largest for an obvious reason of 280

having the highest frequency of fi at the center. 281

On repetition of the above experiment for variable fi on n 282

subjects, each experiencing the same emotion, we obtain n such 283

membership functions, each one for one individual subject. 284

Naturally, the measurement variable fi now has both intra- 285

and inter-personal level uncertainty. The intra-level uncertainty 286
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Fig. 1 Experimental FOU for feature fi = Mouth-Opening.

occurs due to the pre-assumption of a specific (Gaussian)287

primary membership function, and the inter-level uncertainty288

occurs due to multiplicity of the membership functions for289

n subjects. Thus, a new measurement for an unknown facial290

expression can be encoded using all the n-membership curves,291

giving n possible membership values, thereby giving rise to292

uncertainty in the fuzzy space.293

The uncertainty involved in the present problem has been294

addressed here by three distinctive approaches: 1) IT2FS,295

2) IA-IT2FS, and 3) GT2FS. The first approach is simple,296

but more error prone as it ignores the intra-level uncertainty.297

The second and the third approaches are robust as they are298

capable to take care of both the uncertainties. However, the299

modality of uncertainty management by the second and the300

third approaches is significantly different. The second approach301

models each subject’s interval using a uniform probability302

distribution, and thus the mean and variance of each interval303

are mapped into an embedded T1 fuzzy set. The third approach304

handles intra- and inter-personal level uncertainty compositely305

by fusing the primary and the secondary membership functions306

into an embedded interval T2 membership function. All three307

approaches have many common steps. Hence, we first present308

the steps involved in IT2FS and then explain the two techniques309

without repeating the common steps further.310

A. Principles Used in the IT2FS Approach311

The primary membership functions for a given feature312

value fi corresponding to a particular emotion c taken from313

n-subjects together forms a IT2FS Ãc, whose FOU is bounded314

by a lower and an upper membership curves µ
Ãc

(fi) and315

µÃc(fi), respectively, where316

µ
Ãc

(fi) =Min
{
µ1
Ãc

(fi), µ
2
Ãc

(fi), . . . , µ
n
Ãc

(fi)
}
, (9)

µÃc(fi) =Max
{
µ1
Ãc

(fi), µ
2
Ãc

(fi), . . . , µ
n
Ãc

(fi)
}

(10)

are evaluated for all fi, and µj
Ãc

(fi), 1 ≤ j ≤ n denotes the317

primary membership function of feature fi for subject j in318

IT2FS Ãc.319

Fig. 1 provides the FOU for a given feature fi.320

Now, for a given measurement f/i , we obtain an interval321

[µ
Ãc

(f
/
i ), µÃc(f

/
i )], representing the entire span of uncertainty 322

of the measurement variable f/i in the fuzzy space, induced by 323

n primary membership distributions: µj
Ãc

(fi), 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The 324

interval [µ
Ãc

(f
/
i ), µÃc(f

/
i )] is evaluated by replacing fi by f/i 325

in (9) and (10), respectively. 326

If there existm different facial features, then for each feature, 327

we would have such an interval, and consequently we obtain m 328

such intervals given by 329[
µ
Ãc

(
f
/
1

)
, µÃc

(
f
/
1

)]
,
[
µ
Ãc

(
f
/
2

)
, µÃc

(
f
/
2

)]
, . . . . . . . . .

×
[
µ
Ãc

(
f/m

)
, µÃc

(
f/m

)]
.

The proposed IT2FS reasoning system employs a particular 330

format of rules, commonly used in fuzzy classification prob- 331

lems [47]. Consider for instance a fuzzy rule, given by Rc: 332

if f1 is Ã1 AND f2 is Ã2 . . .. AND fm is Ãm then emotion 333

class is c. 334

Here, fi for i = 1tom are m-measurements (feature values) 335

and Ã1, Ã2, . . . , Ãm are IT2FS on the respective domains 336

Ãi =
[
µ
Ãc

(fi), µÃc(fi)
]
, ∀i. (11)

Since an emotion is characterized by all of these m features, 337

to find the overall support of the m features (m measurements 338

made for the unknown subject) to the emotion class c repre- 339

sented by the n primary memberships, we use the fuzzy meet 340

operation 341

Smin
c =Min

{
µ
Ãc

(
f
/
1

)
, µ
Ãc

(
f
/
2

)
. . . , µ

Ãc

(
f/m

)}
(12)

Smax
c =Min

{
µÃc

(
f
/
1

)
, µÃc

(
f
/
2

)
, . . . , µÃc

(
f/m

)}
. (13)

Thus, we can say that the unknown subject is experiencing 342

the emotion class c at least to the extent sminc , and at most to 343

the extent smaxc . 344

To reduce the nonspecificity associated with the interval 345

sc−i = [sminc , smaxc ], different approaches can be taken. For 346

example, the most conservative approach would be to use lower 347

bound, while the most liberal view would be to use the upper 348

bound of the interval as the support for the class c. In the 349

absence of any additional information, a balanced approach 350

would be to use center of the interval as the support for the class 351

c by the n primary memberships to the unknown subject. This 352

idea is supported by Mendel [42] and Lee [48]. We compute the 353

center Sc of the interval Sc−i 354

Sc =

(
sminc + smaxc

)
2

. (14)

Thus, Sc is the degree of support that the unknown facial 355

expression is in emotion class c. Now, to predict the emotion of 356

a person from his facial expression, we determine Sc for each 357

emotion class. Presuming that there exist k emotion classes, let 358

us denote the degree by which the emotion classes 1, 2, . . . , k 359

support the unknown facial expression be S1, S2, . . . ., Sk, re- 360

spectively. Since a given facial expression may convey different 361

emotions with different degrees, we resolve the conflict by 362
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ranking the Si for i = 1tok, and thus determine the emotion363

class r, for which Sr >= Si for all i.364

The principle of selection of the emotion class r from a set365

of competitive emotions, satisfying the above inequality holds,366

since the joint occurrence of the fuzzy memberships, induced367

by (12)–(14), for all the features of the given facial expression368

for emotion r is the greatest among the same values for all other369

emotions.370

B. Principles Used in the GT2FS Approach371

The previous approach employs a reasoning mechanism to372

compute the degree of support of k emotion classes induced373

by m features for each class to an unknown facial expression374

using a set of k ×m IT2FS. The GT2FS-based reasoning375

realized with measurements taken from n-subjects, however,376

requires k ×m× n GT2FSs to determine the emotion class of377

an unknown facial expression. The current approach tunes the378

primary membership values for the given measurements using379

the secondary memberships of the same measurement, and thus380

reduces the degree of intra-level uncertainty of the primary381

distributions. The reduction in the degree of uncertainty helps382

in improving the classification accuracy of emotion at the cost383

of additional complexity required to evaluate T2 secondary384

distributions and also to reason with k ×m× n fuzzy sets.385

Let fi be the measurement of the ith feature for a subject with386

an unknown emotion class. Now, by consulting the n primary387

membership functions that were generated from n-subjects in388

the training data for a given emotion class, c, we obtain n pri-389

mary membership values corresponding to fi for emotion class390

c as given by µ1
Ãc

(fi), µ
2
Ãc

(fi), . . . , µ
n
Ãc

(fi). Let the secondary391

membership values for each primary membership value, respec-392

tively, be µ(fi, µ
1
Ãc

(fi)), µ(fi, µ
2
Ãc

(fi)), . . . , µ(fi, µ
n
Ãc

(fi)).393

Note that, these secondary membership values correspond to394

emotion class c. Unless clarity demands, we have avoided (here395

and elsewhere) use of a subscript to represent the emotion396

class. We now fuse (aggregate) the evidences provided by397

the primary and secondary membership values to obtain the398

modified primary membership supports. A plausible way of399

fusing would be to use a T-norm. Here, we use the product. The400

product always lies within the FOU and thus satisfies Mendel-401

John Representation Theorem [39]. Further higher is the sec-402

ondary membership, higher is the product representing new403

embedded fuzzy membership. Since the secondary membership404

represents the degree of correctness in primary membership,405

the product helps in reduction of intra-level uncertainty. Thus,406

for subject j of the training data representing emotion class c,407

we obtain408

modµj
Ãc

(fi)=µ
j

Ãc
(fi)×µ

(
fi, µ

j

Ãc
(fi)

)
∀j=1, . . . , n (15)

where modµj
Ãc

(fi) denotes the modified primary membership409

value for jth training subject for cth emotion class. The sec-410

ondary membership values used in the above product function411

are evaluated using their primary memberships obtained by a412

procedure discussed in Section IV.413

The next step is to determine the range of modµj
Ã
(f
/
i ) for 414

j = 1 to n, comprising the minimum and the maximum given 415

by [modµ
Ã
(f
/
i ),

mod µÃ(f
/
i )], where 416

modµ
Ã

(
f
/
i

)
=Min

{
modµ1

Ã

(
f
/
i

)
,

modµ2
Ã

(
f
/
i

)
, . . . ,modµn

Ã

(
f
/
i

)}
(16)

modµÃ

(
f
/
i

)
=Max

{
modµ1

Ã

(
f
/
i

)
,

modµ2
Ã

(
f
/
i

)
, . . . ,modµn

Ã

(
f
/
i

)}
. (17)

Now, for m features, the rule-based T2 classification is 417

performed in a similar manner as in the previous section with 418

the replacement of µ
Ã
(f
/
i ) and µÃ(f

/
i ) by modµ

Ã
(f
/
i ) and 419

modµÃ(f
/
i ), respectively. 420

C. Methodology 421

We briefly discuss the main steps involved in fuzzy face- 422

space construction based on the measurements of m facial fea- 423

tures for n-subjects, each having l instances of facial expression 424

for a particular emotion. We need to classify a facial expression 425

of an unknown person into one of k emotion classes. 426

IT2FS-Based Emotion Recognition: 427

1) We extract m facial features for n subjects, each having 428

l (l could be different for different emotion classes) 429

instances of facial expression for a particular emotion. 430

The above features are extracted for k-emotion classes. 431

2) We construct a fuzzy face space for each emotion class 432

separately. The fuzzy face space for an emotion class 433

comprises a set of n primary membership functions for 434

each feature. Thus, we have m groups (denoted by m rows 435

of blocks in Fig. 2) of n-primary membership functions 436

(containing n blocks under each row of Fig. 2). Each 437

primary membership curve is constructed from l-facial 438

instances of a subject attempted to exhibit a particular 439

emotion in her facial expression by acting. 440

3) For a given set of features f/1 , f
/
2 , . . . , f

/
m obtained from 441

an unknown facial expression, we determine the range of 442

membership for feature f/i , given by [µ
Ã
(f
/
i ), µÃ(f

/
i )], 443

where Ã is an IT2FS with a primary membership function 444

defined as CLOSE-TO-center-value-m of the respective 445

membership function. 446

4) Now, for an emotion class j, we take fuzzy meet operation 447

over the ranges for each feature to evaluate the range 448

of uncertainty for individual emotion class. The meet 449

operation here is computed by taking cumulative t-norm 450

(here we use min) of µ
Ã
(f
/
i ) and µÃ(f

/
i ) separately for 451

i = 1tom, and thus obtaining Sminj and Smaxj , respec- 452

tively (see top of Fig. 2). 453

5) The support of the j-th emotion class to the measure- 454

ments is evaluated by computing the average Sj of Smin
j 455

and Smax
j . 456
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Fig. 2. The IT2FSS-based emotion recognition.

6) Now, we determine the maximum support offered by all457

the k emotion classes, and declare the unknown facial458

expression to have emotion r, if Sr ≥ Si for all emotion459

class i = 1 to k. The suffix j in [µmin
A (f

/
i ), µ

max
A (f

/
i )]j460

refers to the range in that interval for emotion j.461

GT2FS-Based Emotion Recognition:462

1) This step is same as the step 1 of IT2FS-based emotion463

recognition.464

2) The construction of the primary membership functions465

here follows the same procedure as given in step 2 of466

IT2FS-based recognition scheme. In addition, we need to467

construct secondary membership functions for individual468

primary membership curves. The procedure for construc-469

tion of secondary membership functions will be discussed470

in Section IV. The complete scheme of construction of471

T2FFS, considering all k emotion classes, is given in472

Fig. 3.473

3) For a given feature f
/
i , we consult each primary and474

secondary membership curve under a given emotion475

class, and take the product of primary and secondary 476

membership at fi = f
/
i . The resulting membership value 477

obtained for the membership curves for the subject w in 478

the training data is given by 479

modµw
Ã

(
f
/
i

)
= µw

Ã

(
f
/
i

)
× µ

(
f
/
i , µ

w
Ã

(
f
/
i

))
(18)

where the notations have their usual meaning. Now, for 480

w = 1ton, we evaluate modµw
Ã
(f
/
i ), and thus obtain the 481

minimum and the maximum values of modµw
Ã
(f
/
i ), to 482

obtain a range of uncertainty [modµ
Ã
(f
/
i ),

mod µÃ(f
/
i )]. 483

This is repeated for all features under each emotion class. 484

In Fig. 4 we, unlike conventional approaches, present 485

secondary membership functions against feature f/i , for 486

i = 1tom. Such representation is required to demonstrate 487

the computation of modµ
Ã
(f
/
i ). 488

4) Step 4 is the same as that in IT2FS-based recognition 489

scheme with the replacement of µ
Ã
(f
/
i ) and µÃ(f

/
i ), 490
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Fig. 3. General type-2 fuzzy face-space construction for m features, k emo-
tion classes, and n subjects.

respectively, by modµ
Ã
(f
/
i ) and modµÃ(f

/
i ). Steps 5 and491

6 are exactly similar to those in IT2FS-based recognition492

scheme. A complete scheme for GT2FS-based emotion493

recognition, considering support of k-emotion classes is494

given in Fig. 5.495

IV. FUZZY T2 MEMBERSHIP EVALUATION496

In this, we discuss T2 membership evaluation [37]–[39].497

Although theoretically very sound, T2 fuzzy set has limitedly498

been used over the last two decades because of the users’499

inadequate knowledge to correctly assign the secondary mem-500

berships. This paper, however, overcomes this problem by501

extracting T2 membership function from its T1 counterpart by502

an evolutionary algorithm. A brief outline to the construction of503

secondary membership function is given in this section.504

Intuitively, when an expert assigns a grade of membership, 505

she is relatively more certain to determine the location of the 506

peaks and the minima of the function, but may not have enough 507

background knowledge to correctly assign the membership val- 508

ues at other points. Presuming that the (secondary) membership 509

values at the peak and the minima are close to 1, we attempt to 510

compute secondary memberships at the remaining part of the 511

secondary membership function. The following assumptions 512

are used to construct an objective function, which is minimized 513

to obtain the solution of the problem. 514

1) Let x = xp and x = xq be two successive optima 515

(peak/minimum) on the primary membership function 516

µA(x). Then, at any point x lying between xp and xq, 517

the secondary membership µ(x, µA(x)) will be smaller 518

than both µ(xp, µA(xp)) and µ(xq, µA(xq)). 519

2) The fall-off in secondary membership at a point x away 520

from its value at a peak/minimum µ(xp, µA(xp)) is expo- 521

nential, given by 522

µ (x, µA(x)) = µ (xp, µA(xp)) . exp (−|x− xp|) . (19)

3) The secondary membership at any point x between two 523

consecutive optima at x = xp and x = xq in the primary 524

membership is selected from the range [α, β], where 525

α = µ (xp, µA(xp)) . exp (−|x− xp|)
β = µ (xq, µA(xq)) . exp (−|x− xq|)

}
. (20)

T1 defuzzification over the average of n primary member- 526

ship functions should return the same value as obtained 527

by T2 defuzzification for a given primary membership 528

function for any given source. This assumption holds 529

because the two modalities of defuzzification, represent- 530

ing the same real-world parameter, should return close 531

values, ignoring the average inter-personal level of uncer- 532

tainty while taking the average of n-primary membership 533

functions. 534

4) The unknown secondary membership at two values of 535

x separated by a small positive δ should have a small 536

difference. This is required to avoid sharp changes in the 537

secondary grade. 538

Let the primary membership functions for feature fi = x 539

from n sources be µ1
Ã
(x), µ2

Ã
(x), . . . ., µn

Ã
(x). Then, the aver- 540

age membership function which represents a special form of 541

fuzzy aggregation is given by 542

µÃ(x) =

n∑
i=1

µi
Ã
(x)

n
, ∀x (21)

i.e., at each position of x = xj , the above membership aggre- 543

gation is employed to evaluate a new composite membership 544

profile µÃ(x). The defuzzified signal obtained by the centroid 545

method [36] from the averaged primary membership function 546

is given by 547

c =

∑
∀x
x.µÃ(x)∑

∀x
µÃ(x)

. (22)
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Fig. 4. Computing support of the general type-2 fuzzy FS for emotion class i.
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Fig. 5. GT2FFS-based emotion classification.

Further, the T2 centroidal defuzzified signal obtained from548

the ith primary and secondary membership functions here is549

defined as550

ci =

∑
∀x
x.µi

Ã
(x).µ

(
x, µi

Ã
(x)

)
∑
∀x
µi
Ã
(x).µ

(
x, µi

Ã
(x)

) . (23)

The products of primary and secondary memberships are551

used in (23) to refine the primary memberships by the degree552

of certainty of the corresponding secondary values.553

Using assumptions 3 and 4, we construct a performance554

index Ji to compute secondary membership for the ith subject555

for a given emotion556

Ji=(ci−c)2+
xR−1∑
x=x1

{
µ
(
(x+δ), µi

Ã
(x+δ)

)
−µ

(
x, µi

Ã
(x)

)}2
.

(24)

The second term in (24) acts as a regularizing term to prevent557

abrupt changes in the membership function. In (24),x1 and558

xR are the smallest and the largest values of a given feature559

considered over R sampled points of µi
Ã
(x). In (24), δ = (xR −560

x1)/(R− 1) and xk = x1 + (k − 1). δ for k = 1, . . . ., R. The561

secondary membership evaluation problem now transforms to562

minimization of Ji by selecting µ(x, µi
Ã
(x)) from a given563

range [α, β], where α and β are the secondary memberships564

at the two optima in secondary membership around the point565

x. Expressions (20) are used to compute α and β for each566

x separately. Note that, for each subject carrying individual567

emotion, we have to define (23) and (24) and find the optimal568

secondary membership functions.569

Any derivative-free optimization algorithm can be used to570

minimize Ji with respect to secondary memberships, and obtain571

µ(x, µi
Ã
(x)) at each x except the optima on the secondary572

membership. Differential evolution (DE) [34] is one such573

derivative-free optimization algorithm, which has fewer con-574

trol parameters, and has outperformed the well-known binary575

coded genetic algorithm [54] and particle swarm optimization576

algorithms [55] with respect to standard benchmark functions 577

[45]. Further, DE is simple and involves only a few lines code, 578

which motivated us to employ it to solve the above optimization 579

problem. 580

An outline to basic DE [34] is given in the Appendix. An 581

algorithm to compute the secondary membership function of a 582

T2 fuzzy set from its primary counterpart using DE is given 583

below. 584

1) Obtain the averaged primary membership function µÃ(x) 585

from the primary membership functions µi
Ã
(x) obtained 586

from n sources, i.e., i = 1, . . . ., n. Evaluate c, and also 587

ci for a selected primary membership distribution µi
Ã
(x) 588

using (22) and (23), respectively. 589

2) Find the optima on µj
Ã
(x) for a given j. Let the set of 590

x corresponding to the optima be S. Set the secondary 591

membership µ(x, µj
Ã
(x)) to 0.99 (close to one) for all x ∈ 592

S. 593

3) For each x ∈ X , where x /∈ S, identify the optima closest 594

around x from S. Let they be located at x = xp and x = 595

xq , where xp < x < xq . Determine α and β for each x, 596

given by (20). 597

4) For each x, where µ(x, µj
Ã
(x)) lies in [α, β], minimize Jj 598

by DE. 599

5) Obtain µ(x, µj
Ã
(x)) for all x after the DE converges. 600

6) Repeat step 2 onwards for all j. 601

For a Gaussian primary membership function, the minimum 602

occurs at infinity, but the minimum value is practically zero 603

when x is m± 4σ, where m and σ are mean and standard 604

deviation of x. In Step 2, the minimum is taken as m± 4σ, 605

and we obtain x by dividing the range [m− 4σ,m+ 4σ] into 606

equal intervals of same length (here 20 intervals). 607

An illustrative plot of secondary membership function for a 608

given primary is given in Fig. 6. 609

V. FILTERING UNWANTED DATA POINTS IN FEATURE 610

SPACE USING INTERVAL APPROACH 611

The IT2FS-based scheme for emotion recognition given in 612

Section III is computationally efficient with good classification 613

accuracy. However, its performance depends greatly on the 614

measurements obtained from facial expressions of the experi- 615

mental subjects. In order to reduce the effect of outliers, we here 616

present a scheme of data pre-processing/filtering and selection 617

of membership functions following the well-known IA [68]. 618

The important steps of IA used in the present context are 619

re-structured for the present application as outlined below. Let 620

[a(i), b(i)] be the end-point interval of measurements of a given 621

facial feature for the ith subject obtained from l instances of her 622

facial expressions for a specific emotion. 623

Step 1) (Outlier processing): This step divides the two sets 624

of lower and upper data end-points: a(i) and b(i), 625

respectively, for i = 1 to n subjects in quartiles, 626

and tests the acceptability of each data end-point by 627

satisfying the following criteria: 628

a(i) ∈ [Qa(0.25)−1.5IQRa, Qa(0.75)+1.5IQRa]
b(i) ∈ [Qb(0.25)−1.5IQRb, Qb(0.75)+1.5IQRb]
L(i) ∈ [QL(0.25)−1.5IQRL, QL(0.75)+1.5IQRL]


 (25)
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Fig. 6. (a) The primary membership function for a given feature and (b) its
corresponding secondary membership function obtained by minimizing Ji.

where Qj(x) denotes the quartile ranges containing629

the first x% of the data points in the i-th data set.630

Here, j ∈ {a, b, L} and a, b denote lower, upper end631

points of intervals, and L is the length of an interval.632

IQR denotes intra-quartile range and is defined by633

Q(0.75) minus Q(0.25). The suffixes a, b and L in634

IQR denote the IQR for left, right end points and635

interval length, respectively. L(i) is defined as the636

length of data interval = b(i) − a(i), for i = 1ton.637

The reduced set of data end-points after outlier638

processing is n/.639

Step 2) (Tolerance limit processing): This step deals with640

tolerance limit processing by presuming the data641

distributions to be Gaussian, and testing whether642

lower/upper data end-points: a(i), b(i) and interval643

length L(i) lie within mean plus/minus k(= 2.752)644

times the standard deviation of the data points. The645

number 2.752 appears in the scenario for statistical646

validation with 20 data end-point intervals for 20647

subjects [68].648

If a data interval [a(i), b(i)] and its length L(i)649

satisfy (26), the interval is accepted, otherwise650

rejected:651

a(i) ∈ [ml − ksl,ml + ksl]
b(i) ∈ [mr − ksr,mr + ksr]
L(i) ∈ [mL − ksL,mL + ksL]


 (26)

where, mj and sj denotes sample mean and stan- 652

dard deviation for j ∈ {l, r, L}, for the n/ set of 653

data points/intervals. After tolerance processing, the 654

reduced set of data end-points is n//. 655

Step 3) (Reasonable-interval test): This step checks whether 656

intervals are reasonable, i.e., they are over- 657

lapped. This has been performed by computing 658

ξ∗, given in (27) and then by testing whether 659

lower bounds of each interval a(i) < ξ∗ and upper 660

bound b(i) > ξ∗, where ξ∗is one of the possible 661

values of 662

ξ∗

=

(
mrσ

2
l −mlσ2

r

)
±σlσr

[
(ml−mr)2+2

(
σ2
l −σ2

r

)
ln
(
σl
σr

)] 1
2

σ2
l−σ2

r

(27)

where ml and σl are sample mean and variance of 663

the n// left endpoints and mr and σr are sample 664

mean and variance of the n// right endpoints. If 665

ml <= ξ∗ <= mr is satisfied, then the data inter- 666

vals are retained and dropped otherwise. The re- 667

maining number of data points after the drop of 668

some intervals is called n///. 669

Step 4) (FOU selection): This step is used for the selection 670

of the right FOU among triangle, left shoulder, and 671

right shoulder. For each FOU, the criteria can be 672

found in [68]. We here reproduce the results for 673

triangular FOU only, as our results to be given in 674

Section VI yields triangular FOU. For triangular 675

FOU, the conditions are 676

mr ≤ 5.831ml − 1.328 sc√
n///

mr ≤ 0.171ml + 8.29− 1.328 sd√
n///

mr ≥ ml


 (28)

where sc = standard deviation of [b(i) − 5.831a(i)] 677

for i = 1ton///, sd = standard deviation of [b(i) − 678

0.17a(i) − 8.29] for i = 1ton///. 679

Step 5) (FOU parameter evaluation): This step deals with 680

parameter evaluation of the triangular membership 681

functions for the existing data intervals [a(i), b(i)]. 682

For each interval [a(i), b(i)], we obtain the param- 683

eters a
(i)
MF and b

(i)
MF representing the end-points 684

of the x-coordinates of the base for a symmet- 685

ric triangular membership function as reproduced 686

below [68]: 687

a
(i)
MF = 1

2

[(
a(i) + b(i)

)
−
√
2
(
b(i) − a(i)

)]
.

b
(i)
MF = 1

2

[(
a(i) + b(i)

)
+
√
2
(
b(i) − a(i)

)]
}
. (29)

We use these membership functions in place of 688

Gaussian membership functions in our IT2FS ap- 689

proach and call this approach as IT-IT2FS. 690
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Fig. 7. Facial features.

Fig. 8. (a) Localized eye search region, and (b) detection of eye features.

VI. EXPERIMENTS DETAILS691

In this section, we present the experimental details of692

emotion recognition using the principles introduced in Sec-693

tions III–V. Here, we consider the following k(= 5) emotion694

classes: anger, fear, disgust, happiness, and relaxation. The695

experiment is conducted with two sets of subjects: 1) the first696

set of n(= 20) subjects is considered for designing the fuzzy697

face space and 2) the other set of 40 facial expressions taken698

from six unknown subjects is considered to validate the result of699

the proposed emotion classification scheme. Five facial features700

(i.e., m = 5) have been used here to design the T2 fuzzy face701

space.702

We now briefly overview the main steps of feature extrac-703

tion followed by fuzzy face-space construction and emotion704

recognition of an unknown subject using the pre-constructed705

face space.706

A. Feature Extraction707

Feature extraction is a fundamental step in emotion recog-708

nition. This paper considers extraction of features from emo-709

tionally rich facial expressions synthesized by the subjects by710

acting. Existing research results [14], [28] reveal that the most711

important facial regions responsible for the manifestation of712

emotion are the eyes and the lips. This motivated us to select the713

following features: Left eye opening (EOL), right eye opening714

(EOR), Distance between the Lower Eyelid to the Eyebrow715

for the Left Eye (LEEL), distance between the lower eyelid to716

eyebrow for the right eye (LEER), and the maximum mouth717

opening (MO) including the lower and the upper lips. Fig. 7718

explains the above facial features on a selected facial image.719

For extraction of any of the features mentioned above, the720

first step that needs to be carried out is to separate out the skin721

and the non-skin regions of the image.722

Estimation of Eye Features (EOL, LEEL, EOR, and LEER):723

To compute the eye features, we first localize the eye region as724

shown in Fig. 8(a). The image in Fig. 8(a) is now transformed725

to gray scale, and average intensity over each row of pixels is726

evaluated. Now, we identify the row with the maximum dip in727

Fig. 9. (a) Mouth search area, (b) lip cluster, and (c) graph of average intensity
over each row against the row position.

average intensity, while scanning the image from top. This row 728

indicates the first dark region from top, i.e., the eyebrow region 729

(Fig. 8(b)). Similarly, we detect the lower eyelid by identifying 730

the row with the maximum dip in intensity in the gray scale 731

image, while scanning the face up from the bottommost row. 732

The location of the top eyelid region is identified by scanning 733

the face up from the marked lower eyelid until the maximum 734

dip occurs in the gray scale image. 735

Estimation of MO: In order to estimate the MO, we first 736

localize the mouth region as shown in Fig. 9(a). Then, a 737

conversion from R-G-B to perceptually uniform L∗ − a∗ − b∗ 738

color space is undertaken in order to represent the perceptual 739

difference in color by Euclidean distance [69]. The k-means 740

clustering algorithm is applied next on this image to segment 741

the image into three clusters, namely skin, lip, and teeth regions. 742

Each cluster is now transformed to gray scale, and the one 743

with the highest average gradient of the boundary points (in 744

intensity) is declared as the lip region. Now, to obtain the MO, 745

we plot the average intensity over each row of Fig. 9(b) against 746

the row number. The width of the zero-crossing zone in the plot 747

(Fig. 9(c)) provides a measure of MO. 748

Experiments are undertaken both on colored image database 749

such as the Indian Women (Jadavpur University) database, and 750

gray scale images including Japanese Female Facial Expression 751

(JAFFE) and Cohn-Kanade databases. The principles of feature 752

extraction introduced above are equally applicable in both 753

color and gray scale images. However, for color images, we 754

need a conversion to gray scale to determine the features of 755

eye and mouth of the subject. In addition, for the gray scale 756

facial images, segmentation of lip-, skin-, and teeth-regions is 757

performed with intensity data only, unlike the case in color 758

images, where we use the 3-D data points (L∗, a∗, b∗) as the 759

input to the k-means algorithm for segmentation. 760

Selective images from three facial expression databases are 761

given in Fig. 10. Training and test image data partition for three 762

experimental databases is given in Table I. The training data in 763

Table I include l instances for n subjects for k distinct emotions. 764

The following explanation in this section is given with re- 765

spect to Indian Woman Database (Jadavpur University). 766

B. Creating the T2 Fuzzy Face Space 767

The interval T2 fuzzy face space contains only the primary 768

membership distributions for each facial feature. Since we 769

have five facial features, and the experiment includes five 770

distinct emotions of 20 subjects, we obtain 20× 5× 5 = 500 771

primary membership curves. To compute primary member- 772

ships, ten instances of a given emotion are used. These 500 773

membership curves are grouped into 25 heads, each containing 774
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Fig. 10. Experiment done on different databases: a) JAFFE, b) Indian women
database (Jadavpur University), c) Cohn-Kanade database.

TABLE I
TRAINING AND TEST DATA FOR THREE DATABASES

20 membership curves of 20 subjects for a specific feature for a775

given emotion. Fig. 11 gives an illustration of one such group of776

20 membership functions for the feature EOL for the emotion:777

Anger.778

For each primary membership function, we have a corre-779

sponding secondary membership function. Thus, we obtain780

500 secondary membership functions. Two illustrative T2 sec-781

ondary memberships for subjects 1 and 2 for the feature EOL782

for the emotion anger are given in Fig. 12. The axes in the figure783

represent feature (EOL), primary and secondary membership784

values as indicated.785

Fig. 11. Membership distributions for emotion anger and feature EOL.

Fig. 12. (a) Secondary membership curve of subject 1. (b) Secondary mem-
bership curve of subject 2 for emotion anger.

C. Emotion Recognition of an Unknown Facial Expression 786

The emotion recognition problem addressed here attempts 787

to determine the emotion of an unknown person from her 788

facial expression. To keep the measurements in an emotional 789

expression normalized and free from distance variation from 790

the camera focal plane, we construct a bounding box, covering 791

only the face region, and the reciprocal of the diagonal of the 792

bounding box is used as a scale factor for normalization of the 793

measurements. The normalized features obtained from Fig. 13 794

are listed in Table II. We now briefly explain the experimental 795

results obtained by two alternative reasoning methodologies 796

incorporating IT2FS and GT2FS. 797
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Fig. 13. Facial image of an unknown subject.

TABLE II
EXTRACTED FEATURES OF FIG. 13

TABLE III
CALCULATED TYPE-2 PRIMARY MEMBERSHIP VALUES

FOR THE FEATURE: EOL UNDER EMOTION: DISGUST

TABLE IV
CALCULATED RANGES OF PRIMARY MEMBERSHIPS

AND CENTRE VALUE FOR EACH EMOTION

IT2FS-Based Recognition: The IT2FS-based recognition798

scheme considers a fuzzy face space of five sets of 20 primary799

membership functions as in Fig. 11, where each set refers to one800

particular feature obtained from 20 sources for an individual801

emotion. Consequently, for five distinct emotions, we have 25802

such sets of primary membership functions. Table III provides803

the evaluation of T2 primary membership values for the feature,804

EOL, consulting 20 primary functions obtained from 20 sub-805

jects, representing the facial expression for disgust. The range806

of these memberships is given in the last row of Table III.807

For each feature, we obtain five tables like Table III, each one808

for a given emotion. Thus, for five features, we would have809

altogether 25 such tables.810

Table IV provides the results of individual range in primary811

membership for each feature experimented under different812

emotional conditions. For example, the entry (0–0.18) corre-813

sponding to the row anger and column EOL gives an idea about814

the extent of the EOL for the unknown subject matches with815

known subjects from the emotion class anger. The results of816

computing fuzzy meet operation over the range of individual817

TABLE V
RESULTS OF EXECUTION OF IA ON FEATURE

EOL DATA SET FOR EMOTION: ANGER

Fig. 14. Graphical selection of FOU by testing that the point (ml,mr) =
(0.0755, 0.1257) plotted in the figure lies under the triangular zone obtained
by satisfying inequalities in (28).

features taken from facial expressions of the subjects under the 818

same emotional condition are given in Table IV. The average of 819

the ranges along with its center value is also given in Table IV. 820

It is observed that the center has the largest value (= 0.3435) 821

for the emotion: happiness. 822

IT2FS-Based Recognition With Pre-Processing of Features 823

Using the Interval Approach (Hereafter IA-IT2FS): The IA in- 824

troduced in Section V has two fundamental merits. It eliminates 825

noisy data points obtained from facial data of the subjects. 826

It also helps in identifying the primary membership functions 827

for each feature of a facial expression representing a specific 828

emotion by a statistically meaningful approach. The results of 829

execution of adapted IA algorithm given in the last section for 830

the feature EOL for the emotion anger are given in Table V for 831

convenience. After similar tables for all features of all possible 832

emotions are determined, we use the statistically significant 833

FOU for each feature of each emotion. In Fig. 14, we provide an 834

illustrative experimental FOU for the feature EOL for emotion 835
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Fig. 15. Constructed symmetric triangular membership functions using (29).

TABLE VI
CALCULATED TYPE-2 MEMBERSHIP VALUES FOR

THE FEATURE: EOL UNDER EMOTION: DISGUST

anger by performing step 4 of Section V. The parameters of the836

FOU, here triangles, are evaluated by step 5 of Section V. Now,837

for an unknown facial expression, we follow the steps of IT2FS-838

based approach to recognize the emotion exhibited in the facial839

expression. Our experiments reveal that the pre-processing840

steps by IA help in improving the recognition accuracy of the841

IT2FS scheme by 2.5% (Fig. 15).842

GT2FS-Based Recognition: We now briefly illustrate the843

GT2FS-based reasoning for emotion classification. Here, the844

secondary membership function corresponding to the individ-845

ual primary membership function of five features obtained846

from facial expressions carrying five distinct emotions for 20847

different subjects are determined using membership functions848

like Fig. 12.849

Table VI provides the summary of the primary and secondary850

memberships obtained for EOL for the emotion: disgust. The851

range computation for the feature EOL is also shown in the852

last column of Table VI. The same computations are repeated853

for all emotions, and the range evaluated in the last column of854

Table VII indicates that the center of this range here too has the855

largest value (= 0.301) for the emotion: happiness.856

TABLE VII
CALCULATED RANGES OF PRIMARY MEMBERSHIP

CENTRE VALUE FOR EACH EMOTION

TABLE VIII
PERCENTAGE ACCURACY OF OUR PROPOSED

METHODS OVER THREE DATABASES

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 857

Performance analysis for emotion recognition itself is an 858

open-ended research problem, as there is a dearth of literature 859

on this topic. This paper, compares the relative performance 860

of the proposed GT2FS algorithms with five traditional emo- 861

tion recognition algorithms/techniques and the IA-IT2FS and 862

IT2FS-based schemes introduced here, considering a common 863

framework in terms of their features and databases. The al- 864

gorithms used for comparison include linear SVM classifier 865

[28], (T1) fuzzy relational approach [14], PCA [33], multi- 866

layer perceptron (MLP) [1], [29], radial basis function network 867

(RBFN) [1], [29], IT2FS, and IA-IT2FS [68]. 868

Table VIII shows the classification accuracy of our pro- 869

posed three algorithms using three facial image databases, i.e., 870

JAFFE, Indian Women Face Database (Jadavpur University), 871

and Cohn-Kanade database. Experimental classification accu- 872

racy obtained for different other algorithms mentioned above 873

using the three databases is given in Table X. 874

Two statistical tests called McNemar’s test [58] and Fried- 875

man test [59], and one new test, called root mean square error 876

test are undertaken to analyze the relative performance of the 877

proposed algorithms over existing ones. 878

A. McNemar’s Test 879

Let fA and fB be two classifiers obtained by algorithms A 880

and B, when both the algorithms have a common training set R. 881

Let n01 be the number of examples misclassified by fA but 882

not by fB , and n10 be the number of examples misclassified 883

by fB but not by fA. Then, under the null hypothesis that 884
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TABLE IX
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE USING

MC NEMAR’S TEST WITH THREE DATABASES

both algorithms have the same error rate, the statistic Z in (30)885

follows a χ2 with degree of freedom equals to 1 [59]:886

Z =
(|n01 − n10| − 1)2

n01 + n10
. (30)

Let A be the proposed GT2FS algorithm and B is one of the887

other seven algorithms. We thus evaluate Z = Z1 through Z7,888

where Zj denotes the comparator statistic of misclassification889

between the GT2FS (Algorithm: A) and the jth of the seven890

algorithms (Algorithm: B), where the suffix j refers to the891

algorithm in row number j of Table IX.892

Table IX is evaluated to obtain Z1 through Z7 and the893

hypothesis has been rejected, if Zj > χ2
1, 0.95 = 3.84, where894

χ2
1, 0.95 = 3.84 is the value of the chi square distribution for 1895

degree of freedom at probability of 0.05 [81].896

The last inequality indicates that if the null hypothesis is true,897

then the probability of χ2 to be more than 3.84 is less than 0.05.898

If the hypothesis is not rejected, we consider its acceptance.899

The decision about acceptance or rejection is also included in900

Table IX.901

It is evident from Table IX that McNemar’s test cannot dis-902

tinguish the performance of the five classification algorithms:903

IT2FS, IA-IT2FS, SVM, fuzzy relational approach, and PCA904

that support the hypothesis. Hence, next we use the Friedman905

test for ranking the algorithms.906

B. Friedman Test907

The Friedman test [58] ranks the algorithms for each data908

sets separately. The best performing algorithm gets rank 1. In909

case of ties, average ranks are used.910

TABLE X
AVERAGE RANKING OF CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS BY FRIEDMAN

TEST, WHERE, CA = Classifier Algorithm, A = GT2FS, B1 = SVM,
B2 = IT2FS, B3 = IA-IT2FS, B4 = Fuzzy Relational Approach,

B5 = PCA, B6 = MLP, B7 = RBFN

Let rji be the rank of jth algorithm on the ith data set. The 911

average rank of algorithm j then is evaluated by 912

Rj =
1

N

∑
∀i
rji . (31)

The null hypothesis here states that all the algorithms are 913

equivalent, so their individual ranks Rj should be equal. Under 914

the null hypothesis, for large enough N and k, the Friedman 915

statistic χ2
F in (32) is distributed as a χ2 with k-1 degrees 916

of freedom. Here, k = 8 and N = 3. A larger N of course 917

is desirable; however, emotion databases being fewer, finding 918

large N is not feasible. Here, we consider percentage accu- 919

racy of classification as the basis of rank. Table X provides 920

the percentage accuracy of classification with respect to three 921

databases, JAFFE, Indian Woman (Jadavpur University), and 922

Cohn-Kanade and the respective ranks of the algorithm 923

χ2
F =

12N

k(k + 1)


∑
j

R2
j −

k(k + 1)2

4


 . (32)

924

Now, using N = 3, k = 8, and the ranks in Table X, we 925

obtain χ2
F = 17.67 > χ2

7,0.95 = 14.067 [81], where χ2
7, 0.95 = 926

14.067 is the value of the chi square distribution for 7◦ of 927

freedom at probability of 0.05 [81] 928

χ2
F =

12N

k(k + 1)


∑
j

R2
j −

k(k + 1)2

4




=17.67 > χ2
7,0.95(14.067).

Thus, the hypothesis that the algorithms are equivalent is 929

rejected. Therefore, the performances of the algorithms are 930

determined by their ranks only. The order of ranking of the 931

algorithm is apparent from their average ranks. The smaller 932

the average rank, the better is the algorithm. Let “>” be a 933

comparator of relative ranks where x > y means the algorithm 934

x is better in rank than algorithm y. Table X indicates that the 935
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relative order of ranking of the algorithm by Friedman test as,936

GT2FS> IA−IT2FS > SVM > IT2FS > PCA >Fuzzy Rela-937

tional Approach > MLP > RBFN. It is clear from Table X938

that the average rank of GT2FS is 1 and average rank of IT2FS939

and IA-IT2FS are 4 and 2, respectively, claiming GT2FS940

outperforms all the algorithms by Friedman test.941

VIII. CONCLUSION942

The paper presents three automatic emotion recognition943

systems based on IT2FS, IA-IT2FS, and GT2FS. In order to944

classify an unknown facial expression, these systems make use945

of the background knowledge about a large face database with946

known emotion classes. The GT2FS-based recognition scheme947

requires T2 secondary membership functions, which are ob-948

tained using an innovative evolutionary approach that is also949

proposed in this paper. All the schemes first construct a fuzzy950

face space, and then infer the emotion class of the unknown951

facial expression by determining the maximum support of the952

individual emotion classes using the pre-constructed fuzzy face953

space. The class with the highest support is assigned as the954

emotion of the unknown facial expression.955

The IT2FS-based recognition scheme takes care of the inter-956

subject level uncertainty in computing the maximum support957

of individual emotion class. The GT2FS-based recognition958

scheme, however, takes care of both the inter- and intra-subject959

level uncertainty, and thus offers higher classification accuracy960

for the same set of features. Using three data sets, the classifi-961

cation accuracy obtained by employing GT2FS is 98.333%, by962

IT2FS is 91.667%, and by IA-IT2FS is 94.167%.963

The more the number of subjects used for constructing the964

fuzzy face space, the better would be the fuzzy face space,965

and thus better would be the classification accuracy. Since the966

fuzzy face space is created offline, the online computational967

load to recognize emotion is insignificantly small in IT2FS.968

The computational load in GT2FS, however, is large as it969

includes an optimization procedure to determine the secondary970

membership for each emotion and for each subject. However,971

this additional complexity in GT2FS, offers approximately 7%972

improvement in classification accuracy in comparison to that973

by IT2FS. The IA-IT2FS has around 2.5% gain in classification974

accuracy with no more additional computational complexity975

than IT2FS. It may be noted that the necessary computations in976

IA-IT2FS for data filtering and membership function selection977

is performed offline. The statistical tests employed clearly978

indicate that GT2FS outperforms the seven selected algorithms.979

The problems that may be taken up as future research are980

briefly outlined below. First, new alternative strategies are to be981

designed to determine secondary memberships without using982

optimization techniques. Second, a more formal and systematic983

approach to fuse secondary and primary memberships to reduce984

uncertainty in the fuzzy face space is to be developed. Last,985

we would try to explore the power of fuzzy logic to determine986

emotion classes in absence of sufficient (or even no) mea-987

surements. Facial features, for example MO, may be directly988

encoded into fuzzy features with fuzzy sets, such as “a little,”989

“more,” and “not so large,” and then an IT2FS-based model990

may be adopted to recognize emotion of unknown subjects.991

Classification accuracy under this circumstance could be poor, 992

but a more human-like interpretation of emotion can be given 993

in the absence of precise measurements. 994

APPENDIX 995

THE CLASSICAL DIFFERENTIAL 996

EVOLUTION ALGORITHM [34] 997

An iteration of the classical DE algorithm consists of the four 998

basic steps—initialization of a population of vectors, mutation, 999

crossover or recombination, and finally selection. The main 1000

steps of classical DE are given below: 1001

I. Set the generation number t = 0 and randomly 1002

initialize a population of NP individuals 1003
/Pt = { /X1(t), /X2(t), . . . ., /XNP (t)} with /X1(t) = 1004

{xi,1(t), xi,2(t), . . . ., xi,D(t)} and each individual 1005

uniformly distributed in the range [ /Xmin, /Xmax], 1006

where Xmin = {xmin,1, xmin,2, . . . ., xmin,D} 1007

and /Xmax = {xmax,1, xmax,2, . . . ., xmax,D} with 1008

i = [1, 2, . . . ., NP ]. 1009

II. while stopping criterion is not reached, do 1010

fori = 1toNP 1011

a. Mutation: 1012

Generate a donor vector /V (t) = 1013

{vi,1(t), vi,2(t), . . . . . . , vi,D(t)} corresponding to the ith 1014

target vector /X1(t) by the following scheme /V1(t) = 1015
/Xr1(t) + F ∗ ( /Xr2(t)− /Xr3(t)) where r1, r2 and r3 are 1016

distinct random integers in the range [1, NP] 1017

b. Crossover: 1018

Generate trial vector /Ui(t) = 1019

{ui,1(t), ui,2(t), . . . ., ui,D(t)} for the ith target vector 1020
/X1(t) by binomial crossover as 1021

/ui,j(t) =/vi,j(t) if rand (0, 1) < Cr

= /xi,j(t) otherwise.

c. Selection: 1022

Evaluate the trial vector /Ui(t) 1023

iff(/Ui(t)) ≤ f( /Xi(t)), 1024

thenvecXi(t+ 1) = vecUi(t) 1025

f( /Xi(t+ 1)) = 1026

f(vecUi(t)) 1027

end if 1028

end for 1029

d. Increase the counter value t = t + 1. 1030

end while 1031

The parameters used in the algorithm namely scaling factor 1032

“F ” and crossover rate “Cr” should be initialized before calling 1033

the “while” loop. The terminate condition can be defined in 1034

many ways, a few of which include: 1) fixing the number of 1035

iterationsN , 2) when best fitness of population does not change 1036

appreciably over successive iterations, and 3) either of 1) and 1037

2), whichever occurs earlier. 1038
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